1727 J. G. Scheuchzer tr. E. Kæmpfer Hist. Japan II. App. 16 It is a particular art to make the Tea, and to serve it in company, which
however consists more in certain decent and agreeable manners, than in any difficulty as to the boiling or preparation. This art is call'd
Sado and Tsianoi [Ger. Tsjanoi]. 1684 Sodom (Epilogue spoken by Fuckadilla) l. 19 A little fuck can't stay our appetite. 1902 Little Folks
Jan. 54|2 Every single thing was bought, including the packets in the bran-pie. 1450 Alphabet of Tales(1905) II. 418 (MED) Anaximetes..was
his preceptur & his maister. 1892 Barnard Smith & Hudson Arithm. for Sch. 19 Magic and nasik squares. 1891 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 454 ‘Star’
prisoners are generally, but not always, first offenders. 1769 Gray Install. Ode 29 Where willowy Camus lingers with delight. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. iii. 287 Countries, whose constitutions admit not such tempestivity of harvest. 1976 Sci. Amer. Nov. 112|1 The red
oak and the white oak, which put down a deep tap root, seldom survive the process of transplantation. 1935 Sun (Baltimore) 15 July 1|8 A
marked push toward early completion of the Administration's ‘must’ program was expected. 1785 Burns Death & Dr. Hornbook xiii, Sax
thousand years are near hand fled. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 670, I cannot holde by the Cloudes, for though my horse fayled me, surely I
Akira Rabelais
will not fayle my counterpanion. 1825 Carlyle Schiller iii. 202 That rude tumultuous host which Wallenstein presided over.‥ In this
ludicrous doggrel‥these men of service paint their hopes and doings. 1829 S. Shaw Staffordsh. Potteries vi. 137 At the time of altering
the Style, in 1752. 1809 Malkin Gil Blas iv. v. 3 She‥dressed herself up in such a costume, as to look for all the world as if her sex
were of a piece with her appearance. 1969 Power System Protection (Electr. Council) II. xi. 404 Each section of busbar is connected via a
reactor to a common star point, and if the feeders and generators are suitably arranged little or no current need flow through the
reactors. 1959 Times 30 Mar. 10|7 The eye of lean on the all important‥back rasher was good in both breeds. 1933 F. H. Allport Institutional Behav. v. 87 Since the public is no specific group of individuals, but is defined wholly by the range of the common interest in a
particular transaction, there may be a separate public for every issue raised. We are compelled, therefore, to think of various publics.
1923 R. H. Thouless Introd. Psychol. Relig. x. 129 The essential requirement of this theory is that it should be shown that religion
contains nothing but elements of this kind, and this is exactly what Mr Schroeder makes no attempt at all to prove. 1682 Wheler Journ.
Greece vi. 475, I return'd by the same way. 1660 G. Mackenzie Aretina iii. 286 These bastard sons of Mars, upon whom he [sc. their
General] had bestowed rodomantade words and looks. 1831 James Phil. Augustus xxviii, He strove to speak, but no voice answered his will.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 12|2 Every lane is aflame with hedge-maples. 1939 Torreya 39 177 On roadside cuts Tephrosia virginiana was in
full flower, exposing the long roots which have earned it such a name as ‘devil's shoe-strings’ in the South. 1880 ‘M. Twain’ Tramp Abroad
xlvii. 554 Lessons in morals..which come, not of booky teaching, but of experience. 1785 J. Pinkerton Lett. of Lit. xl. 355 It matters not
the tossing up of a straw if there were not a bird of game in the three kingdoms, or beast of game, except the hunters. 1969 Listener 30
Jan. 155|2 There was a curious naivety‥in the frank description of how destructive, physically and socially, the culture-contacts with
these remote peoples could be. 1817 J. Palmer Jrnl. Trav. U.S. (1818) 241 Two dishes‥peculiar to New England,‥toast dipped in cream and
pumpkin pie. 1931 Times Lit. Suppl. 28 May 426/2 But to the ‘General’..President Bonilla and the Honduras were ‘the goods’ in 1911. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. i. xi. 53 It was my chance lately to be in company with three Gentlemen at a Musical Practice. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII c.
19 Kyng Edward the fourthe‥graunted the Lordshippe‥to Griseld‥to have and hold to hir and to hir heires‥by the service of a redde rose
yerely. 1655 Roxb. Ballads VI. 368 Rather than such a Jack as thee should'st be my *company-keeper, I'll marry with a Beggar-man. 1718 J.
Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. Pref. (1730) 28 Perswading themselves‥that their own Hypotheses will serve them. 1603 S. Harsnet Declar.
Popish Impostures xxiii. 164 The old Oracles..in Apollos Temple at Delphos, or the Trophonian denne. 1869 Tyndall Notes Lect. Light 29 The
white-hot particles of carbon in a flame describe lines of light. 1776 Asylum Fugitives I. 39 As plain as road is to Dunstable, I'll prove
there's treason in that fable. 1942 E. Lasker Chess for Fun & Chess for Blood x. 194 P–B3 or P–K3 could lead the game into well known
paths of the Queen's Pawn opening but I wanted to avoid a closed game. 1882 G. S. Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 207 If the wind is light, get a
lazy guy on the spanker boom. 1400 Mandeville (1839) xviii. 199 The Kyng of that Contree, ones every ȝeer, ȝevethe leve to pore men to gon
in to the Lake, to gadre hem precyous Stones and Perles, be weye of Alemesse. 1852 Dana Crust. i. 440 The acicle of the outer antennæ
is‥seldom shorter than the *eye-peduncle. 1967 F. Christensen in P. B. Gove Role of Dict. 24|2 The new dictionary has dropped the usage
label colloq.‥altogether. 1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 46 But I was chiefly bent to Poets famous Art, To them with all my deuor I my studie
did conuert. 1470–85 Malory Arthur x. lix, Thenne‥came a ryche vessel hylled ouer with reed sylke. 1763 ‘T. Bobbin’ Toy-shop(new ed.) 46
He blest, and he prey'd, an mede sitch Marlocks that. 1771 Smollett Humph. Cl. 30 Sept., I took his word and honour that he would make an
effort. 1782 J. Wesley Wks.(1872) XI. 163 We need not care for all the fervida dicta, all the rodomontades, of France and Spain. 1856 B.
H. Hall Collection of College Words & Customs (rev. ed.) 124 [A young man from the country] shall be examined and ‘conditioned’ in
everything, and yet he shall come out far ahead of his city Latin-school class⁓mate. 1623 Massinger Bondman ii. iii, (Tipsy man says) I
begin To have strange conundrums in my head. 1400–50 Alexander 1438 (Ashm.), On ilka staffe of a staire stike wald a cluster [Dubl.
clostre]. 1878 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archit. (1879) II. 86 Ornaments in very slight relief usually known as *surface ornaments. 1622 Mabbe
tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. ii. 142 *Gods nigs (my masters) you need not find such fault with it. 1362 Langl. P. Pl. A. ii. 1 Yit kneled I
on my knees and cried hire of grace. 1883 M. P. Bale Saw-Mills 336 Star shake, consists of clefts which radiate from the pith or centre of
the tree towards the circumference or bark. 1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach 80 A great Number of Hands‥wanting to make a Push as it was call'd,
to turn the Tides out of the Levels. 1968 N.Y. Times 27 Dec. 67|3 Its small-town, family-style folksiness and spontaneity seemed to be‥in
an era of fast-talking music and *talk radio, ultimately its undoing. 2008 A. Gribben Harry Hunt Ransom ix. 118 Rota could only imagine
that envy and the desire to write a good-selling book led Hamilton to include these unfounded claims. 1697 Virg. Georg. iv. 606 Where
heaps of Billows‥In Form of War, their wat'ry Ranks divide. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 158 For thei that cunnen plese and glose, Ben‥the
norrices Unto the fostringe of the vices. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague i. i. 124 Do not I Look, as I feel, most like thy murderer? 1866
Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 356 Educating, so to speak, his eye to time the ball correctly. 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 16 Hwam telle ic.
1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 294 The Ground was let out to build on. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Six, a Primitive Number, compos'd of Four and
Two, or Twice Three. 1653 Walton Angler 204 In Autome, when the weeds begin to‥rot. 1939 Ann. Reg. 1938 262 The desire to ‘build-up’ the
figure of the Leader (El Caudillo) in the approved Fascist style. 1970 Sci. Jrnl. Apr. 84|2 The authors for future titles all seem to be
practising scientists. The problem will be whether they can achieve the necessary clarity of style without ‘talking down’ to their new
audiences. 1591 Shakes. Two Gent. iv. iv. 116, I doe intreat your patience To heare me speake. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 181 The arte of
dauncing being come to that perfection. 1830 Carlyle For. Rev. & Cont. Misc. V. 1 Trodden into the kennels as a drunk mortal. 1557 Interl.
Youth B j b, I sweare by God in Trinitie I wyll go fetche him vnto the. 1901 Baldwin Dict. Philos. I. 391|2 *Form quality, that which
characterizes a mental whole as being of a particular form, as being formed, or as having relations of parts. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. v.
v, The soldier's pay is in the highest degree exiguous; not above three half-pence a day. 1723 J. Barker Patch-work Screen for Ladies ii.
45 When Duty and good Days call'd me to Church, I thought I might find there some Compeeresses, or Persons of my own Stamp. 1946 K.
Tennant Lost Haven (1947) vi. 89 We're doing pretty good. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 6 Now built round by rock and boulder. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 224 As to the other shire‥ history is equally silent. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 55 A
Spark, who boasted he did not fear any Spirits or *Night-Specters. 1938 G. Greene Brighton Rock vi. ii. 259 What mattered was the game.
The two main characters made their stately progress towards the bed sheets. 1450–1530 Myrr. Our Lady 139 Saynte Ambrose sayeth, that this
psalme ys‥a shoppe full of spyces of the holy gooste. 1766 Croker, etc. Dict. Arts s.v. Wheat, An Acre of drilled Wheat. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. ii. xxxiii. §7 That there are such associations of them [ideas] made by custom in the minds of most men, I think no body will
question. 1601 Shakes. All's Well i. ii. 14 Our Gentlemen that meane to see The Tuscan seruice. 1662 Virginia Stat. (1823) II. 77 If the
sherriffe shall permitt any person dwelling within the rules of a prison‥to walke abroad out of prison though with a keeper, and to have
the benefitt of the rules or to lodge in his own house; the said sherriffe‥shalbe ordered to pay the debt. 1663 in North Carolina Col.
Rec. (1886) I. 20 That Parcell of land‥Beginning at a small creek or Branch. 1609 Yonge Diary 19 There is like of war between them. 1569
T. Underdown Heliodorus viii. 110 b, Cariclia‥beganne to staie her vprighte. 1400 Rom. Rose 4594, I am so sore bounde him til, From his
servyse I may not fleen. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 731 A Society of intelligent Englishmen was formed at
London‥, the object of which was to prosecute scientific research. 1747 Spence Polymetis (L.), She [Ariadne] preserved him in the
labyrinthine mazes of Crete. 1839–41 S. Warren Ten Thous. a Yr. II. iv. 99 The only live things visible. 1817 T. Forster Nat. Hist.
Swallowtribe (ed. 6) 95 Anas Nyroca, Castaneous duck‥Red duck. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xix. cxix. (1495) 922 The nombre of syxe‥is the
fyrste perfyghte nombre of the euen partyes therof taken alle togyder. 1791 Selby Bridge Act 34 The leaf or leaves of the said bridge.
1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 107 The industry of the free republic was controlled by guilds or arts. 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 201 Have you
not seen a charact lie A great cathedral in the sea, Under whose Babylonian walls A small thin *frigot almshouse stalls? 1715 J. Richardson Th. Painting 150 He has a Good Eye on the Sense, as one is said to have a Good Ear for Musick. 1609 J. Melton Sixe-folde Politician
137 You shall adde heereby to mine & other my good frends opinions now had of your sufficiency in politicke obseruations, a large and
locuplete increase of your repute. 1920 Rotarian July 10/1 The Game Room with its billiard table, checkers, dominoes, and chess. 1662
Evelyn Chalcogr. iii. 30 They‥ruin'd all those‥excellent Works, whereever they became Masters, introducing their lame, and wretched
manner, in all those Arts which they pretended to restore. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 497 When fortune changed‥his real propensities
began to show themselves. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 68|1 Saul thenne changed his habyte and clothyng and dyde on other clothyng. 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I. 80 To take up a Degree, With all the Learning to it, *Custom-free. 1944 Amer. Speech XIX. 108 Go on, now, fuck off! 1850
Rossetti Dante & Circle i. (1874) 60 He makes oath: ‘Forsure, This is a creature of God till now unknown’. 1667 Milton P.L. v. 529 Our
voluntarie service he requires. 1896 Academy 18 July 47/2 Jim Conrad..is but an idle and good-for-little hero after all. 1805 Edinb. Rev.
7 81 The one by impinging on the other must be made to resile, according to the common laws of motion. 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. i. x.
(1584) 10 A common wealth is called a society or common doing of a multitude of free men. 1900 Daily News 5 May 4|5 Summer-flowering
chrysanthemums. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. i. 327 In way of compensation, he was allowed a pension. 1591 Shakes. Two Gent. i. i. 19
For I will be thy beadesman, Valentine. Val. And on a loue-booke pray for my successe? 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) sig. I,
I‥gyue great graces to my goddes of my good happe. 1971 Amer. Bar Assoc. Jrnl. June 630/1 The bid..shows a game-going hand in either
hearts or no trump and is forcing. 1220 Bestiary 41 Ðo ure driȝten ded was, And doluen, also his wille was. 1886 C. Scholl Phraseol. Dict.
II. 834, I kept a watch on that man all the time he was on the premises. 1833 G. Steinman Hist. Croydon iii. 40 The manor-place of Halyng,
with two orchards, two gardens, a culver-house with the bank of conies, were let to Sir Nicholas Carew, for 40s. per annum; the land of
the said manor and game of conies..at 12l. 1340 Ayenbite(1866) 28 Uor þe guodes of oþren he missayþ, and his lesseþ..uor þe kueades of
oþren he hise moreþ. 1890 ‘R. Boldrewood’ Col. Reformer (1891) 193 Cut a straight sapling while we rouse out the saddle-straps for a
splice. 1813 J. M. Good et al. Pantologia at Backgammon As soon as he enters one [man], compare his game with yours; and if you find your
game equal, or better, take the man if you can. 1792 Lightfoot Flora Scot. II. 560 Turfy-pink-leav'd Carex. Anglis. Starr. Scotis. 1955 H.
Kenner Dublin's Joyce viii. 132 This riot of feelings corresponds to no vocation definable in mature terms. 1555 Eden Decades 350 A lowe
longe lande, and a longe poynt, with a saddle throwgh the myddeste of it. 1674 Brevint Saul at Endor 281 They allow but 40 daies Pardon
for saying seven Paters and Aves to the honor of the seven Joies. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 1288 Our wiues do passe their whoris in *whorelyke
deckynge. 1812 J. Wilson Isle of Palms ii. 578 Fierce savage men Glare on them. 1974 Rules of Game 79 Three points if the cue ball hits
the red into a pocket. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Captain iv. iii, I think her A strange forgetter of herself. 1965 J. P. Carstairs Concrete Kimono
xxiii. 207 Sharon. Be reasonable. I thought you were ‘that way’ about Roderick. 1785 F. Grose Classical Dict. Vulgar Tongue, Supernaculum,
good liquor, of which there is not even a drop left sufficient to wet one's nail. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 686 The importation of
live cattle from countries in which foot-and-mouth disease exists, has been prohibited. 1948 N. Mailer Naked & Dead (1949) i. ii. 25 What
a bunch of good old boys there were in the platoon. 1866 Trevelyan in Macm. Mag. Mar. 411 The world famed Straits of Salamis. 1745 Young
Nt. Th. ix. 410 The Crown of Manhood is a Winter-Joy; An Evergreen, that‥blossoms in the Rigour of our Fate. 1590 Shakes. Mids. N. iii.
ii. 435 Sleepe‥sometimes shuts vp sorrowes eie. 1922 E. P. Adams tr. Einstein's Meaning of Relativity ii. 42 P′ lies outside the
‘*light-cone’. 1680 H. Neville tr. N. Machiavelli Hist. Florence v. in tr. N. Machiavelli Wks.(new ed.) The trenches, and embarrasments
[It. imbarazzamenti] were not finished. 1649 Ogilby Æneis viii. (1684) 292 A *Maple Chair, graced with a Lion's Skin. 1682 tr. J. Milton
Republican-Lett. 56 [I] am exceeding glad truly of your haveing so timelyly signified unto your Comanders..how much the same displeased
your Majesty. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 45 a, That it was not lawfull to gyue to dogges the holy. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy vii.
lxxv. 157 Those that but late incompast him about, And with their steele strooke Stars out of his Crest. 1946 H. Croome Faithless Mirror
vii. 75 Tough guys with a heart of gold. 1450 J. Capgrave Life St. Augustine(1910) 31 (MED) All þis þing witnesseth him-selue in his first
book of his Retractaciones. 1688 Holme Armoury iii. 14 2 Laced shooes, have the over Leathers and edges of the Shooe laced in orderly
courses. 1835 J. Galt Efforts 33 Fairies, 'tis known, are Sprites of glee and game. 1340 Ayenb. 164 And þus him þingþ al þe wordle lite,
ase a sterre hit þincþ to ous. 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. §64 Who did not think that the fleet could have been so soon ready for sea.
1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 70 A Romayn‥That Cornelius was cald to his kynde name. 1860 Pusey Min. Proph. 553 Alexander's policy was essentially different from that of the world-monarchs before him. 1516 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 245 A Hows for the comyn wyddrowght
of the said College. 1966 ‘E. Peters’ Piper on Mountain i. 20 Now good night, and God bless! Don't stay up too late! 1711 Shaftesbury
Charac. (1737) I. 271 In relation to common amours and *love-adventures. 1863 Fownes's Chem. (ed. 9) 144 Carbonic acid, from 3·7 measures
to 6·2 measures, in 10,000 measures of air. 1968 Bethell & Burg tr. Solzhenitsyn's Cancer Ward i. viii. 121 All he could see was this
shitbag wolfing a chicken bone. 1952 Times 26 Apr. 7/4 A lyric then had to be a very excellent, good-conceited thing and she was up to all
the tricks of that exquisitely mannered game. 1810 Scott Lady of L. v. xv, Fierce Roderick‥shower'd his blows like wintry rain. 1991
Sunday Times 8 Sept. iii. 7|2 Active leaf peepers could follow the fall all the way from Maine to Georgia. 1400 Rowland & O. 118 Þou may
Iangill & make it toughe. 1606 L. Bryskett Civ. Life 80 Two gentlemen, subiect to the selfe and same lawes. 1926 F. Scott Fitzgerald Great
Gatsby ix. 206 ‘We were so thick like that in everything’—he held up two bulbous fingers—‘always together.’ 1794 Susanna Blamire Poems,
Meeting ii, Our butter tells to fourteen pun'. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. lxxxvii. (1783) III. 147, I have set you down as a
now-and-then friend. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 409|2 The policy of allowing this sweeping right of appeal was doubted by many. 1699 Bentley
Phal. 198 It is an Iambic Verse; and it was a good while after the invention of Comedy and Tragedy, before that Measure was used in them.
1781 F. Hopkinson Misc. Ess.(1792) I. 163 (title) The march to the Valley Forge; or much ado about nothing. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.
497 When fortune changed‥his real propensities began to show themselves. 1628 Preston Breastpl. Love (1631) 187 The good⁓man‥there is
silver and golde in his speeches and actions, that is, they are likewise precious. 1606 G. W. tr. Justinus Hist. 116 b His own kingdom..he
long honorably had made good against his enemies. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) II. 34 Thair semelie schroud likeas siluer schene. 1962
H. D. Bush Atomic & Nuclear Physics ii. 54 Since the rest mass is m0, the rest energy is considered to be m0c2. 2004 C. Lee Aloft vii. 187
He's good, for sure, obviously not self-taught, nothing natural about it. 1896 G. Ade Artie xvi. 146 I was good and sore. 1850 Merivale
Hist. Rom. Emp. liv. (1865) VI. 403 It was not the mere trick of action, or knack of speaking, that he was to acquire. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. ii. Passion & Princ. v, A serious injunction ‘not to take out sixes for tens’. 1777 Potter Æschylus, Supplicants 88 An
herdsman‥starr'd round with eyes.‥ The earth-born Argus. 1596 Spenser State Irel. (Globe) 661 Such rawe captaynes as are usuallye sent out
of England, being therto preferred onely by frendship, and not chosen by sufficiencye. 1846 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. IV. 259 The modus in
which the electric charge passes along the wires. 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 31 William wichttar wes of corss Nor Sym, and bettir
knittin. 1690 B. E. Dict. Cant. Crew, Cargo, a good round Sum of Money about a Man. 1973 D. Aaron Unwritten War vii. 118 Charleston, the
hatchery of rebellion and quintessence of Southernness. 1634 Milton Comus 143 Com, knit hands. 1713 Addison Guard. No. 101 9 If they have
any Wit or Sense, they are sure to show it. 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 32 To‥plant goodnesse euen in the secretest cabinet of our
soules. 1875 J. H. Pollen Anc. & Mod. Furnit. 61 The better known Italian furniture of the quattrocento..is gilt and painted. 1860 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. V. vi. vii. §13 The *five-foiled star. 1960 Time (Atlantic ed.) 11 Apr. 58 Critically *taste-tested piles of free cigarettes.
1470–85 Malory Arthur xvii. iii. 692 His bones be of suche a maner of kynde that [etc.]. 1400 Destr. Troy 1535 Priam‥byld vp a bygge towne
of þe bare vrthe. 1833 H. Martineau Loom & Lugger ii. iii. 44 As sure as the year came round. 1845 Mrs. Norton Child of Isl. (1846) 184
When harvest-trudging clowns went singing by. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 131 b, Which is‥the thyrde braunche in the tree of grace.
1500–20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 4, I hard a merle with mirry notis sing A sang of lufe. 1638 A. Cowley Loves Riddle v. sig. E6 Your son!
goodlack. 1850 T. A. Trollope Impress. Wand. iv. 56 The emasculated tribe of *word stringers. 1738 E. Chambers Cycl.(ed. 2) (at cited
word) The Achronychal is one of the three poetical risings, and settings of the stars; and stands distinguished from cosmical, and
heliacal. 1747 J. Edwards Let. 4 Sept. in N.Y. Missionary Mag. (1800) 2 47 Their backslidings may be some good to them, they may receive
some benefit by occasion of it, beyond what they would have received if the temptation had never happened. 1752 W. & J. Halfpenny New
Designs iv. (1755) 4 Feather-edged Boards, not more than 8 Inches wide, including Lap, Grove, and Tongue. 1716 A. Hutcheson in Eight
Speeches made in Parl.(1733) vii. 116 Henry the Eighth (the first Proroguer of Parliaments). 1651 Wotton. Reliq. 45 (R.) A floor or area
of goodly length. 1804 C. Smith Conversations, etc. II. 91 The‥splendid Cactus Grandiflora, usually called the *night blowing Cereus. 1530
Andrew of Wyntoun Oryg. Cron. Scotl.(Royal) vi. l. 429 A gret fyreflawcht..Than hapnyd in Rome. 1948 Mind LVII. 23 We can‥apprehend
directly such form-qualities as sketchiness and schematicity. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 316 If once the lama obtains the rocky
precipice. 2009 L. Manfredo Rizzo's War 216 She gave the guy the dough right on the spot. He put it all under a light he had, said it was
good, not counterfeit. 1712 Addison Spect. No. 269 5 The Knight told me‥his Chaplain was very well, and much at my Seruice. 1663 Rec. Town
of Plymouth (Mass.) (1889) I. 64 Lott lyeth on the easterly side of the fourth lott and att the south end bounded with a Rid oake stake.
1450 Merlin i. 10 She fill on slepe on her bedde. 1599 Shakes. Hen. V, iii. vii. 113, I was told that, by one that knowes him. 1834 G. R.
Gleig Country Curate II. xv. 267 A sound came upon me as of footsteps crimping through the snow. 1933 J. Reith Diary 5 May (1975) ii. 159
He might have done as a talks director‥, but not for the big job. 1936 Economist 11 Jan. 85|2 The Fairey Company is an air-frame concern
which is chiefly interested in the ‘Hendon’ night bomber. 1892 Westcott Gospel of Life 109 Each nation contributes something to the
fulness of the life of humanity. 1420 Avow. Arth. lxv, Alle in sundur hit brast, In six or in seuyn. 1876 F. Harrison Choice of Bks.
(1886) 52 The world-wide and *world-abiding masterpieces. 1863 L. M. Alcott Hospital Sk. i. 13 The head‥fermented with all manner of high
thoughts and heroic purposes ‘to do or die’,—perhaps both. 1863 C. Kingsley Water-babies i. 8 Miles of game-preserves, in which..the
collier-lads poached at times. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 161 When a hare ryseth out of the fourme. 1830 I. Taylor Unitarianism 81 The ‘stolid
fanaticism’ of this now-passing time. 1616 W. Shakespeare Othello (1622) ii. iii. 295 As the time, the place, the condition of this
Countrey stands, I could heartily wish, this had not so befalne; but since it is as it is, mend it, for your own good . 1709 Strype Ann.
Ref. (1824) I. xx. 367 After the treaty had been like to have been broken off. 1592 T. Nashe Pierce Penilesse(Brit. Libr. copy) sig.
G2v(margin) Drinking super nagulum, a deuise of drinking new come out of Fraunce: which is, after a man hath turnde vp the bottom of his
cup, to drop it on hys nayle and make a pearl with that is left which, if it slide & he cannot mak stand on, by reason thers too much, he
must drinke againe for his penance. 1382 Wyclif Isa. xlii. 1 Al plesede to hym in hym my soule [1388 my soule pleside to it silf in hym].
1742 E. Hoyle Short Treat. Game Whist xi. 25 Suppose the Game to be Nine all. 1577 Misogonus i. iii. 74 (Brandl Quellen 432) Godes my
armes. 1430 Lydg. Daunce of Machabree Prol., The which daunce at sainct innocentes Portrayed is with all the surplusage. 1879 Farrar St.
Paul (1883) 491 The rich brought their luxurious provisions. 1450 Brut ii. 422 The cite faste did encrese of bredde and wyn, fisshe and
flesshe. 1872 Wood Insects at Home 340 The Red Ant (Formica sanguinea) is worthy of some notice, because it is one of the slave-making
species. 1959 Times 30 Dec. 8/ They ask for Devil's Shoestring because they think it's going to bring them power or change their luck.
1356 in Pipe Roll 32 Edw. III, m. 33|2 (P.R.O.), ij. Exeronges, xxiiij. Wyndynges, ij. naues, ij. lynces. 1385 Chaucer L.G.W. 452 For who
so yeveth a yifte or dooth a grace, Do it by tyme, his thank ys wel the more. 1594 Shakes. Rich. III, v. ii. 8 The wretched, bloody, and
vsurping Boare, (That spoyl'd your Summer Fields, and fruitfull Vines). 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 18 The wind setting in at
South-west, blew a storm. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 23963, I mene pyratys of the Se, Which brynge folk in pouerte. 1929 M. A. Gill
Underworld Slang 4|2 Deep six, grave. 1747 Richardson Clarissa (1768) I. viii. 48 My Brother‥having measured me, as I may say, with his
eyes‥from head to foot. 1680 R. L'Estrange Citt & Bumpkin 38 You must not take it that all Governments are alike; but the Ratio of all
Governments is the same in some Cases. 1893 Daily News 18 Jan. 5|2 People who have to write great quantities of ‘copy’ for the Press‥find
their hands, if Roman and fine at first, gradually disappearing in scrawl. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. v. iv. I. 571 Papa [King George I.] and
Husband [the King of Prussia] being so blessedly united in their *World-Politics. 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 226 Wiþ þon þe men mete untela
melte & ᴁecirre on yfele wætan & scittan. 1954 Numbers Nov. 23 A poky‥kind of joint, just one degree better than a pie-cart. 1667 H.
Oldenburg in Phil. Trans. II. 432 Letting this contrivance fall into the Current, along the Rocks. OE Wærferð tr. Gregory Dialogues
(Corpus Cambr.) (1900) ii. xxiii. 151 Hi forseoð hi selfe læs on þysum middanearde þa þe þæncað, þæt hi syn sylfe ma gode þonne oðre men.
1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv, Of course it stands to reason that the rich never have justice done them in plays and stories: for the people
who write are poor. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 33 A universal merchantly formality, in habit, speech, and gestures. 1906 T. Cooke
Flora of Presidency of Bombay (1908) II. 440 The Holy Basil, the most sacred plant in the Hindu religion, very doubtfully indigenous. 1993
N.Y. Rev. Bks. 2 Dec. 40|3 The desirable place for the fashionable gathering was..the hostess's bedchamber, or more precisely, the ruelle,
the space near the bed itself. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl., v. i, Where fair Semiramis‥Hath trod the measures. 2007 Financial Times 28
Dec. 12/6 Douglas Coupland has written Microserfs and JPod, set in the worlds of software and games developers. 1973 J. Wainwright Pride
of Pigs 104 Holy cow! I forgot to switch the bloody immersion heater off. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 339 Who all our green and azure
universe Threatenedst to muffle round with black destruction. 1922 S. Lewis Babbitt iii. §3 The fortnightly form-letter, to be mimeographed and sent out to a thousand ‘prospects’. 1876 Amer. Architect & Building News 30 Sept. 317/1 The ware..was in popular use before;
but the manufacture was stimulated by the ceremonial observances of the cha-no-yu, which were instituted for the promotion of social
good-fellowship among persons of gentle manners. 1580 J. Heywood Dial. Wit & Folly (Percy Soc.) 15 The wyttles ys sewer of salvashyon.
1656 Heylin Surv. France 12 The Protestants, of this Bell [rung at the procession of the host]‥use it as a warning or *watch-peal to avoid
that street through which they hear it coming. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India ii. v. vii. 620 They put on the forms of distance; and stood
upon elevated terms [with the envoys]. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 7 ⁋1 The Lady‥said to her Husband with a Sigh, My Dear, Misfortunes never
come Single. 1965 G. McInnes Road to Gundagai xiii. 242 A uniformed John Hop‥handed me the dreaded ‘bluey’, the summons for riding a bike
without lights. 1382 Wyclif 2 Tim. iii. 4 Loueris of lustis [Vulg. voluptatum amatores] more than of God. 1718 S. Sewall Diary 19 Jan.
(1882) III. 161 Great Rain, and very Slippery: was fain to wear Frosts. 1954 R. P. Bissell High Water xvii. 181 Them island girls they'd
rather do it than eat. 1000 Ælfric Hom. II. 252 Hi‥hine unscryddon þam readan wæfelse. 1978 L. Heren Growing up on The Times v. 182 The
shophouse had four small rooms. The front room, or shop, was given over to a dispensary.‥ Behind were two small bedrooms and a kitchen.
1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 257 In the history of Henry the fourth, by Father Daniel, we are surprised at not finding him the
great man. 1938 G. Arthur Not Worth Reading xiv. 216 ‘It required a very great man,’ said F. E. when he emerged from his interview, ‘to
resist the temptation to tell me off.’ 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie ii. xiii. (1811) 109 Meetres‥builded with polysillables. 1862 R. F.
Burton City of Saints xiii. 483 It [sc. the poison oak] is a dwarf bush with quercine leaves, dark colored and prickly, like those of the
holly. 1854 Thoreau Walden xvii. (1886) 304 A thick moist lobe, a word especially applicable to the liver and lungs and the leaves of fat.
1780 Mirror No. 98. 15 Be sure to put on your great coat, and to take a chair in coming home. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe viii. (1894)
174, I see that I am inevitably falling into the old groove. 1590 Marlowe Faust. xi. (1604) E 2, Like an asse as I was, I would not be
ruled by him. 1567 J. Maplet Greene Forest f. 15, The Melanite is a Stone, which distilleth & droppeth that iuice which is verie sweete
and honie like; wherfore it may well be called Melanite as you would say Honistone,..on the one side it is greene, on the other side
yellow. 1938 Sun (Baltimore) 24 Mar. 10|2 New England has been declining. Her rural areas are given over to a sort of subsistence farming
or to the entertainment of ‘summer people’. 1538 Starkey England (1878) 29 Euer the wyl chesyth the yl, and leuyth the gud. 1766 B. Martin
New Art Surv. by Goniometer 6 With regard to Geodesia or Land Surveying, and all kinds of Longimetry, the natural eyesight ought to be
assisted. 1725 Watts Logic ii. v. i. §7 The Distance at which these Glasses are placed from the Eye. 1922 Joyce Ulysses 515 Bella Cohen, a
massive *whoremistress enters. 1964 F. L. Westwater Electronic Computers ix. 140 The basic unit of internal storage is called a ‘word’,
which may contain either instructions or data. 1825 J. Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng. 85 Zamzod, zamzodden, any thing heated for a long
time in a low heat so as to be in part spoiled, is said to be zamzodden. 1681 S. Colvil Whigs' Supplic. (1741) 13 A Pistol‥at either
*Saddle tore. Note. Saddle tore, Saddle Bow. 1425 Mandeville's Trav. (Titus C.xvi) (1919) 27 (MED) It doth gret harm to the godes þat ben
vpon the lond. 1614 T. Bedwell Nat. Geom. Numbers ii. 22 The Remaine or difference of 144, and 148, is 4. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Charac. Wks. (Bohn) II. 64 They choose that welfare which is compatible with the commonwealth. 1979 C. MacLeod Luck runs Out (1981) i. 17
Do tell. Did she leave any children? 1958 Berkshire (Mass.) Eagle 15 Oct. 22|5 One grows weary of the sickening sophomoric twaddle of our
local pansophic philodox. 1728 T. Sheridan Persius v. (1739) 66 The Toga was the Habit worn in Peace. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Desesperade, Iouër
à la desesperade, to set his whole rest, or set all on sixes, and seuens. 1923 R. Graves Feather Bed 25 This meek ex⁓novice rifled Of her
love-secrets? 1440 (1400) Morte Arthure l. 554 (MED) Bee Estyre..I ettyll my selfen To hostaye in Almayne. 1999 Oxoniensia 63 4
Small-scale excavations also established the line and character of the Anglo-Saxon..religious houses such as the Blackfriars and Rewley
Abbey. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 20. 1035 O that our luxurious Strumpetiers could reade in their diseased bodies the estate of their
leprous soules. 1823 W. Scott Waverley I. xi. 208 It was resting on their support that he was enabled to make his party good against the
hatred of the nobles. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 222 Noe sones‥departed al þys werd‥in þre parties. 1580 in Rep. Royal Comm. Hist.
MSS: Var. Coll. (1903) II. 86 Spices spent in one hole yere... Synnimone, ij li. 1672 Owen Disc. Evang. Love 221 If it be not part of
their *Office-Duty, to walk over them. 1887 W. Besant World Went xv. 128 [He] took the quarterstaff,..poised it in his hands, and turned a
smiling face to his adversary. 1831 C. G. F. Gore Tuileries I. xi. 164 Madame la Marquise must needs visit the barn-yard, to see the
game-bantams. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) i. 16 Water is raised from the ocean diffused through the air and poured down upon the
soil. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 316|1 No man maibee admitted into his seruice excepte that hee first sweare to bee an enemy vnto the kyngs
grace of England. 1300 Cursor M. 13990 A man þat hight symon leprus, At ete he praid him til his hus.‥ Ful fair seruis symon him dight.
1876 R. W. Emerson Quotation & Originality in Lett. & Social Aims 167 Quotation confesses inferiority. 1941 Courant & Robbins What is
Math.? ii. 87 Paradoxes like this have led Russell and others to a systematic study of the foundations of mathematics and logic. 1400
Mandeville (1839) xxvii. 273 Full gode fissch‥of right goode tast. 1961 J. B. Priestley Saturn over Water viii. 113 We drank a bottle of
Chilean red, and she made coffee. 1615 T. Adams Bl. Devil 75 To restraine his savage fury from forraging his *Grace-empaled Church. 1865
Cornh. Mag. XI. 595 It invaded France by way of Avignon. 1872 Rep. Vermont Board Agric. 630 The miners were quarreling about false and
true veins, horses of rock and saddles of ore. 1000 Ælfric Gloss. in Wr.-Wülcker 157 Labrum, niðera lippe. 1519 Four Elements in Hazl.
Dodsley I. 20 Sing, frisky jolly, with hey troly lolly, For I see well it is but a folly For to have a sad mind. 1973 Architect Jan. 4|1
If you require the services of a good system builder.‥ We can manufacture to your own particular design or in a manner which allows the
best use of our standard components. 1225 Ancr. R. 302 Schrift schal beon‥dredful, & hopeful, wis, soð & willes. 1868 Ouseley Harmony i. 5
A dot after a note or rest makes it half as long again. 1788 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II. 285 Another plant, the characters of which
I much wish to know, is called, at Fort Harmar, Red Root. 1866 Whipple Char. 322 No opinionated, will-strong, untamable passion. 1787 A.
Bayly Remarks D. Levi's Lett. to Dr. Priestley 53 The dirt and brickbats, which he throws so thick and plentifully at Dr. Priestley in p.
29, 30, and 31. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3783 3 We brought away‥above 500 Horse belonging to their Cavalry and Artillery. 1942 E. Sitwell
Street Songs 7 Man's threatening shadow Red-edged by the sun like Cain, has a changing shape. 1825 Jamieson, Lumper, one who furnishes
ballast for ships, Greenock; apparently from its being put on board in the lump. 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope (1782) I. vi. 302 Addison has
inserted‥an elegant character of this poetess. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., System and Hypothesis have the same Signification; unless,
perhaps, Hypothesis be a more particular System; and System a more general Hypothesis. 1861 F. Nightingale Nursing ii. (ed. 2) 13 Another
extraordinary fallacy is the dread of night air. 1551 Recorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) i. 4 Thorough worlde of worldes: whiche signifieth for
euer. 1638 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 388 That na maner of persone sould be permittit to teitch musik within this burgh‥except [etc.].
1951 Astrophysical Jrnl. CXIII. 413 Highly luminous stars of population I. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 109 Henry is at his reste, his
soule at Criste's wille. 1895 Outing XXVII. 254|1 Sinks were constructed, and the city water-service was introduced. 1560 J. Daus
Sleidane's Comm. 424 b, That maketh nothing for the matter saith he, for he beareth witnes of him self. 1594 True Trag. Richard III sig. C4
My Lord, lay down a cooling card, this game is gone too far, You haue him fast, now cut him off. 1440 Gesta Rom. i. 3 (Harl. MS.) My
wif‥wolle hyde his body by hire beddys syde. 1845 J. T. Smith Bk. for Rainy Day 11 The ladies this year [sc. 1768] wore half a flat hat as
an *eye-shade. 1825 R. Forby Vocab. E. Anglia(1830) Triculate, to adorn... It is used by masons, for putting the last hand to what they
mean to be smart and shewy. 1790 J. Byng Diary 23 Sept. in C. B. Andrews Torrington Diaries(1938) IV. 165 The old gateway of The Blackfriars,..mouldering with age, has been but lately taken down. 1374 G. Chaucer Troilus & Criseyde i. 134 The thinges fellen as they don of
were Bytwixen hem of Troye and Grekes ofte. 1684 S. E. Answer Remarks upon Dr. H. More 282 This Vision of the Prince of Tyre is taken
Notice of in Synopsis Prophetica, for a Prediction of Ecclesiastical Nundinations. 1593 Shakes. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 171 Wee'l haue the Lord
Sayes head.‥ Cade. And good reason. 1440 Promp. Parv. 355|2 Nethyr part of a thynge, inferior. 1629 J. Parkinson Paradisi in Sole xciii.
374 Candy Goldilockes hath two or three small slender white branches, set here and there very scatteringly, with small, long, narrow hoary
leaues, hauing yellow heads of flowers at the tops. 1474 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 118|2 Like Processe, Rule, Jugement and Execution be had
theryn, as usuelly is used in Writtes of Dette. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 49 This course of reasoning‥might well have been pursued some
steps further. 1470 Henry Wallace viii. 1201 Wallace can him aray, In his armour,‥His schenand schoys, that burnyst was full beyn. 1845
James Smuggler III. 37 Any *sleep-resisting powers of the human frame. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 21 Under the favor of these books.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing 38 The Syderal Observations set forth in Tycho's name. 1971 J. Z. Young Introd. Study Man xxxv. 489 [The
region behind the superior temporal gyrus] has also been called ‘the area of ideational speech’ or indeed ‘word store’. 1890 ‘R. Boldrewood’ Col. Reformer (1891) 177 The routine life‥would be unendurably dull. 1970 O. Dopping Computers & Data Processing xxii. 359 Our
decision tree‥has four branches‥. At the third level, each branch splits in two, and at the fourth level, where the ‘leaves’ are, there is
no ramification at all. 1891 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 2|1 It is a pity that in these days of sham prudery and *eye-blinking such conversations
cannot be reproduced. 1300 Maximian (Digby) 10 in C. Brown Eng. Lyrics 13th Cent. (1932) 92 Clerc he wes foul goed. 1843 T. Arnold & J.
C. Hare Hist. Rome III. xlvii. 431 The rods and axes..were the symbol of the consul's imperium, his absolute power of life and death. 1868
Royle & Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5) 614 The colour of the bark is a yellowish brown, now usually called a Cinnamon colour. 1586 B. Young
tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 208 b, Why‥cannot he discourse better of them, who hath had a longer and continuall habit in them? 1884 A. R.
Pennington Wiclif ix. 285 Every ecclesiastical usage should rest on Scriptural grounds. 1881 Rep. Indian Affairs (U.S.) 151 The articles
manufactured by the carpenters‥were as follows‥one *office-desk [etc.]. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 218 Many excellent monographs on night terrors
have appeared. 1707 Curios. in Husb. & Gard. 344 Put it into several Leafs of the finest Gold. 1889 Centennial Mag. II. iii. 218 It
related how ‘a medical student came up to the Shop’ as a freshman, and ‘thought through exams. he would speedily pop’. 1583 in Halliwell
Rara Mathem. (1841) 33 Youre Honoure had some speeche with mee, as touching measuring the moulde of a shipp. Whiche gave mee occasyon to
wryte a litle Boke of Statick. 1362 Langl. P. Pl. A. Prol. 104 Cookes and heore knaues cryen ‘hote pies, hote! Goode gees and grys, Gowe
dyne, Gowe!’ 1755 Walpole Let. to Bentley 18 Sept., The bad choice of the situation in such a country; it is all ups that should be downs.
1932 W. B. Yeats Words for Music 15 Imitate him if you dare, *World-besotted traveller; he Served human liberty. 1390 Gower Conf. viii.
3037* With al the wil that I mai yive. 1960 D. J. Finney Introd. Theory Exper. Design iii. 30 Four different doses of insulin‥were tested
on rabbits and compared in terms of the subsequent sugar contents in the rabbits' blood.‥ There is‥a strong case for using rabbits as
blocks and testing each dose, on different occasions on every rabbit. In addition, however, a block constraint based upon day of injection, so that on each day every dose is tested, is a useful precaution against the possibility that laboratory conditions on a particular
day may tend to affect all animals in the same direction. A 4 × 4 Latin square with columns corresponding to different rabbits and rows
corresponding to different days, enables both constraints to be incorporated. 1916 Blunden Harbingers 63 Strange streams Flow flagging in
the undescribed deep fourms Of creatures born the first of all. 1607 Shakes. Jul. C. iii. ii. 119 If it be found so, some will deere abide
it. 1943 O. Wyon School of Prayer iii. 38 God makes His will known to us through the things that happen every day.‥ Once we see it, our
whole life is lifted on to a higher plane. This way of living has been described as The Sacrament of the Present Moment. 1848 G. Rorison
Contributions towards Harmony Holy Gospels 226 I assume the influence..to have been such as will at once explain the repetition of a
zeugma. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor iii. v. (1676) 715 The paternal power is defin'd by the measures of the Roman law. 1485 G. Hay Bk. Law of
Armys (2005) 105 The secund nedefull thing [in battle] is gude reugle and gude ordynaunce. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., *Saddle-case. See
the article Housing. 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G ij, None closeth in a corner a kindled luminary. 1907 D. H. Lawrence Phoenix
II (1968) 8 ‘Ah,’ said Beelzebub, ‘this is a bit more like it, a bit hotter. The Devils feel at home here.’ 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame
2 Halfe in a dreme‥The golden slepe me wrapt vndir his wyng. 1703 Rules of Civility 98 That would be liker a Drunkard than a Gentleman.
1225 Ancr. R. 8 Iðe ereste dole of ower boc, of ower seruise. 1577 Wills & Inv. N.C. (Surtees 1835) I. 414 A table withe two leves vjs.
viijd. 1952 R. Campbell tr. Baudelaire's Poems 183 She sought, with tempest-troubled gaze, the skies Of her first innocence. 1877 J. E.
Carpenter tr. Tiele's Outlines Hist. Relig. 181 A sea-voyage over the *world-ocean. 1956 Clovis (New Mexico) News-Jrnl. 23 Oct. 26/4 Are
the ‘good for nothings’ for ever to be paid for by the ‘good for somethings’ as Herbert Spencer pretold? 1968 Globe & Mail (Toronto) 17
Feb. 1 1 Her three‥sons were shot to death in their home. 1881 Young Ev. Man his own Mechanic §553. 258 The little piece S is the
*rest-holder. 1768 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Elegy Fleas Teneriffe ix, The *love-inspir'd Fandango warms no more. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xvii. 267
The necessity of keeping some watch and ward over his tongue. 1861 E. B. Ramsay Reminisc. Sc. Life ii. 168 ‘Oh,’ he said with great
simplicity, ‘my master niffered me for a pony.’ 1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 655/2 G[naphalium] Stæchas of Linnæus, Goldilocks, the
Helichrysum Stæchas, is mentioned by Theophrastus. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 6 This is commen appurtenaunte by prescripcyon, bycause of the vse
out of tyme of mynde. 1882 H. De Windt Equator 75 The river, however, widened to nearly a mile in breadth‥and we made better way. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 71 14 He saw some reapers and *harvest-women at dinner. 1965 Bell & Coombe tr. Strasburger's Textbk. Bot. 391 Mimosa
also shows sleep movements, and at nightfall appears almost as if stimulated by mechanical shock. 1803 Censor Sept. 107, I am not
influenced by motives of private revenge, but by a public spirit. 1618 Let. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 10 You and I well know, that
this stile most perswades with them. 1784 M. Underwood Dis. Childr. (1799) I. 294 The warm ashes of a *hearth-fire. 2006 P. Hymers
Converting to Eco-friendly Home i. 29 They can only be installed with extra building work to make good around them. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator
No. 14 (1822) I. 112 Millions of times did the sense of the impotence of his wish run up in red hurry to his cheeks. 1855 Browning Master
Hugues vii, Your masterpiece, hard number twelve. 960 Rule St. Benet (Schröer) 2 Nu is tima, þæt we of slepe arisan. 1509 Fisher Fun.
Serm. Hen. VII Wks. (1876) 279 The fourth percell of his complaynt. 1225 Ancrene Riwle (Cleo. C.vi) (1972) 93 Þe put deð muche god. moni
ancre. 1605 Rowley Birth Merl. v. i. 349, I will erect a monument‥A dark enigma to the memory. 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 245 Þe
wille of God mut nedis be good, licke to þe Fadir of hevene. 1997 N. Saul Richard II (1999) ii. 19 In May 1376 popular discontent with the
government boiled over in a crisis in the Good Parliament. 1793 Let. to W. Hayley 24 Feb., With Mary's kind love. 1554 D. Lindsay Dialog
Experience & Courteour l. 5556 in Wks.(1931) I, Than sall ye sone of god discend: As fyreflaucht haistely glansyng. 1875 J. H. Pollen Anc.
& Mod. Furnit. 61 The better known Italian furniture of the quattrocento..is gilt and painted. 1573 New Custom i. ii, Sacrament of God,
who hath hearde suche a knaue? 1891 Leeds Mercury 2 May 6|5 Steps have already been taken to suppress this demoralising traffic. 1689
Ibid. 15 Jan., The greate Convention being assembled the day before‥resolved that K. James‥had by demise abdicated himself. 1641 J. Smyth
in T. D. Fosbroke Berkeley MSS (1821) 203 Queen Elizabeth..came to Berkeley Castle what time this Lord Henry had a stately game of red
deer in the parke adjoyning. 1884 J. Sully Outl. Psychol. xii. 548 In their games children are actors, architects, and poets, and
sometimes musical composers as well. 1909 Nation 3 Apr. 13|2 The right thing will say itself—and will say itself with awful precision.
1817 J. M. O'Connor tr. S. F. Gay de Vernon Treat Sci. War & Fortification I. i. 68 The isle was the unit of force; eight isles constituted an hipparchy [Fr. une hipparkie] or corps of 512 combatants. 1966 Guardian 16 Dec. 4/7 The familiar figure of Mrs Anne Kerr, Labour
MP..dressed all in white like the Good Fairy. 1432–50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 129 We wryte vn to this tyme the capitalle letters with a
redde color. 1987 K. Vonnegut Bluebeard (1988) v. 45 I was good not only for the cost of drinks, but for rent. 1978 W. F. Buckley Stained
Glass iii. 30 You ‘committed’, as you put it, a zeugma—or more properly, a syllepsis. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 687 With the
speir that wes of suir trie, He hit the king richt in at the e. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 185 As I haue tauld in tymes past. 1899
A. Nicholas Idyl of Wabash 175 ‘My account—nothing!’ was her scornful ejaculation. 1896 N. Amer. Rev. Mar. 273 Some..will doubtless see an
incongruous feature in the introduction of such sports as bicycling and lawn tennis at the Olympian games. 1971 Islander (Victoria, B.C.)
30 May 3|1 A red osier dogwood‥shaded our tents. 1951 ‘N. Shute’ Round Bend 87 He came along to the hotel each morning and evening to find
out the form and when I wanted him. 1958 S. A. Grau Hard Blue Sky ii. 89 ‘And the whole building near to going down with the next strong
wind.’ ‘Tough titty, man.’ 1939 Sewanee Rev. 47 112 Non-Shakespearean sciolists put the burden of proof that William Shakespeare wrote the
plays on the shoulders of acknowledged Shakespeareans. 1954 J. R. R. Tolkien Fellowship of Ring i. i. 29 Mr. Bilbo Baggins of Bag End
announced that he would shortly be celebrating his eleventy-first birthday. 1581 R. Mulcaster Positions xviii. 79 Concerning fensing, or
skill how to handle the weapon. 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1645, The water of it is fresh and swete on the surface, but salt at botome. 1175
Lamb. Hom. 3 Heo urnen on-ȝein him‥mid ufele þeonke. 1894 M. G. Tarde in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLV. 458 While it is the most capricious of
publics it is also the most sheeplike. 1974 Hudson Rev. 27 89 As ingenious and hilarious as taking a bunch of drunks and constructing out
of their meanderings and titubations a precisely honed piece of choreography. 1825 Mechanics' Mag. 21 May 109 The statements of the former
Gentleman, though they may appear plausible, will be perceived, by persons who fully understand the subject, to be weak and refragable.
1929 J. Alexander Mains & Hilly 31 I canna oon'erstan' the young chaps o' the present day... A' 't ye can get oot o' them 's a lot o'
gypery. 1877 F. P. Pascoe Zool. Classif. 122 A curious organ is a pyriform muscular sac, containing one or two slender conical styles,
which can be thrust out through the aperture of the sac; they are found in certain snails, and with them they pierce each other's skin.
They are known as ‘*love-darts’. 2006 C. Frazier Thirteen Moons iv. vi. 350 All the people Hindman had convinced to go west amounted to
ten griping malcontents and a half dozen deer hunters hoping for richer game lands. 1592 Shakes. Ven. & Ad. 879 Like one that spies an
adder, Wreath'd vp in fatall folds iust in his way. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 398, I am not yet able to give an account‥of the results
of this analysis by the wet way. 1776 J. Wesley Let. 24 June (1931) VI. 224 Fix a regular plan for the local preachers and see that they
keep it. 1593 Shakes. Lucr. 408 Her breasts like Iuory globes circled with blew, A paire of maiden worlds vnconquered. 1225 Hali Meiðhad
(Bodl.) (1940) l. 65 Alle þing schule þe turne to gode. 1934 Discovery Nov. 309|1 For a few weeks they [sc. the termites] revive their
ancestral free-living life in a mad love⁓dance. 1858 T. Carlyle Hist. Friedrich II of Prussia II. viii. i. 295 These confused Prussian
History-Books, opulent in nugatory pedantisms and learned marine-stores. 1719 De Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) 203 All my Fancies and Schemes came
to nothing. 1884 Nonconformist & Indep. 7 Feb. 130|2 The Irish members‥did not appear to have recovered their usual form. 1858 Carpenter
Veg. Phys. §121 The points commonly known as the eyes of the Potato. 1981 New Scientist 24 Dec. 920/3 Games..will be marketed in the same
form, and a cornucopia of interfaces, adaptors, games ports and memory expansions are all in the catalogues of suppliers. 1775 F. Burney
Early Diary (1889) II. 131 He pronounces English quite different from other foreigners. 1629 J. Parkinson Paradisi in Sole xciii. 374
Candy Goldilockes hath two or three small slender white branches, set here and there very scatteringly, with small, long, narrow hoary
leaues, hauing yellow heads of flowers at the tops. 1939 H. E. Barnes Soc. in Transition xvii. 767 Professor Hooton's thesis that general
organic and mental inferiority may be directly associated with criminality and other antisocial proclivities. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. ii.
xxvii. §9 Since consciousness always accompanies thinking, and 'tis that, that makes every one be, what he calls self. 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) ii. 31 William wichttar wes of corss Nor Sym, and bettir knittin. 1388 Acts xxiv. 14 Aftir the secte which thei seien eresie, so
y serue to God the fadir. 1888 Black In Far Lochaber viii, Your friends‥are not so tolerant and Sadduceeist as some of us up here. 1586
Sidney Arcadia ii. (1912) 158 The sexe of womankind of all other is most bound to have regardfull eie to mens judgements. 1688 Holme
Armoury iii. 316|1 An Oven‥having‥a stay or stand on the left side of it, to rest or set any thing out of the Oven thereon. 1728 Earl of
Ailesbury Mem.(1890) 316 That owling boat coming in generally twice a week with commodities. 1888 Gwilt Archit. Gloss. 1277 Eye, a general
term signifying the centre of any part: thus the eye of a pediment is a circular window in its centre. The eye of a dome is the horizontal
aperture on its summit. The eye of a volute is the circle at the centre, from whose circumference the spiral line commences. 1886 Athenæum
20 Feb. 260/1 If the Queen herself were to shoot Mr. Gladstone through the head (absit omen!) no court in England could take cognizance of
the act. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iii. vi, Still sate the warrior *saddle-fast. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. viii. (1634) 51 By
community of power, he is the author of them. 1440 Promp. Parv. 395|2 Pye, pasty, artocrea, pastillulus. 1581 J. Hamilton Catholik
Traictise Epist. f. 3 The miserable estait of ȝour maiesteis cuntrie oppressit be famine and intestine vearis. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk. 284 Eyght, the thickest part of a scule of herrings; when this is scattered by the fishermen, it is termed ‘breaking the ey’.
1887 Archit. Publ. Soc. Dict., Saddle, a term used in Suffolk for a thin piece of wood fixed on the floor between the jambs of a door and
under it. 1983 ‘Trevanian’ Summer of Katya(1984) 148 Fell upon the wretched vegetable and manducated it. 1938 Manch. Guardian (City ed.)
16 July 1/5 (advt.) Amusement Park. Boating. Games Arcade. Fun Fair. 1965 T. Wolfe in Esquire Mar. 71 (heading) He is a coon hunter, a
rich man, an ex-whiskey runner, a good old boy who hard-charges stock cars at 175 m.p.h... He is..the true vision of the New South. 1725
P. Walker in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 160 The‥keeping up of Society-meetings for Prayer and Conference. 1625 Milton Death Fair Infant v,
Yet can I not perswade me thou art dead. 1882 E. O'Donovan Merv Oasis II. xxxiii. 68 Opposite each gate was a large traverse, to protect
it from artillery fire. 1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 228, I cast on him a crabbit E‥And lettis it is a *luf-blenk. 1702 Playbill 27 Apr.
in 12th Rep. Royal Comm. Hist. MSS (1890) App. iii. 7 A great Mad Bull to be turned loose in the Game-place, with Fire-works all over him.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa ii. 50 They know not what seruice to put their waxe vnto. 1923 Ogden & Richards Meaning of Meaning ii. 42
The earlier writers are full of the relics of primitive *word-magic. To classify things is to name them‥ to know their names is to have
power over their souls. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. i. §16, I have been drawn into it step by step through several preliminaries. 1698 C.
Boyle, etc. Ep. Phalaris Exam. 137 It stands to reason, that he thought the Expression common enough; or else he would not have us'd it.
1861 W. E. Jelf Gram. Greek Lang.(ed. 3) II. 656 It is used for the imperative, or optative, by an ellipse of θέλω, δός, εχοµαι, δέοµαι vel
sim. 1643 [Angier] Lanc. Vall. Achor 12 Many of them have proved practicall Arminians, practising falling from Grace. 1848 L. Hunt Jar of
Honey v. 64 Like the sigh that answers a wind over a churchyard. 1549 Latimer 7th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 200 To sweare by *goddes
bloude. 1548–9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, Without any eleuacion, or shewing the Sacrament to the people. 1814 D. H. O'Brien
Captiv. & Escape 13 We were allowed to mix with the officers‥as a great favour. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) IV. 244 Pileus
cinnamon. 1887 R. T. Cooke Happy Dodd xvii. 178 We've been awful good; good as pie, hain't we? 1890 G. M. Gould New Med. Dict.,
Bear's-foot, leaf cup. A popular remedy for enlargement of the spleen, or the ‘ague-cake’ of malarious regions. 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi.
iv. §2 Transgressors were not from the time of their first convention capable of the holy mysteries. 1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 46 But I was
chiefly bent to Poets famous Art, To them with all my deuor I my studie did conuert. 1855 N.-Y. Daily Times 21 June 1/5 An absurd story,
forsooth, but good for a laugh. 1971 E. Paul Reluctant Cloak & Dagger Man xi. 137 We always swam here with nothing on. 1929 Fur-Fish-Game
Jan. 39/2 We believe..that it is better to feed mixed grains [to muskrats], and have found chicken scratch feed to be very adaptable to
the purpose. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 120 Lay aside the prejudice of birth, nations and times. 1638 Sanderson Serm. II. 96
Service so hard that it might not be abiden. 1593 Shakes. Rich. II, iii. ii. 83 Aum. Comfort, my liege; remember who you are. K. Rich. I
had forgot myself: am I not king? 1987 Redmond & Angus Grange Hill Rebels xiv. 59 ‘Er‥that'll do,’ said the teacher, concerned by
Wimbledon's violent tendencies. 1994 G. Trease Bring out Banners (1995) ii. 16 Beg pardon, madam—the purser's compliments, and would you
be good enough to come below to his office? 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 72 One counsailed to make hym gret chere tyl he were dronke. 1897
B. Russell (title) An essay on the foundations of geometry. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. iv. 19 Of modern Acts of Parliament, the principal
division is into public and private. 1608 R. Armin Nest of Ninnies sig. A4 Calfe great, in whose conceit Lay much game and glee. 1420
Avow. Arth. xxxiii, Bothe my dethe and my lyfe, Is inne the wille of thi wife. 2009 Times (Nexis) 30 June 64 The big courts inspire and
Centre Court inspires doubly: at least, it does, if you're up for the game and ready to do a potential champion a bit of no good. 1523 Ld.
Berners tr. J. Froissart Cronycles I. cccliii. f. ccxxixv/2 Therby they shulde haue the good ryuer of Lescault, and the flete therof at
their pleasure. 1913 Roosevelt Autobiogr. 579 Our policy is apt to go in zigzags, because different sections of our people exercise at
different times unequal pressure on our government. 1601 Shakes. Jul. C. iii. ii. 124 But yesterday, the word of Casar might Haue stood
against the World. 1736 Butler Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874 I. 85 The present life was intended to be a state of discipline for a future one.
1642 Welch-mans Publike Recantation sig. A2v Hee took it for good payment for a Welch Runt. 1449 Churchw. Acc. St. George's, Stamford in
Nicholls (1797) 133, I bequethe to the seyd Chirch of Seynt George a solempnitie of array for the fest of Corpus Christi. 1662 Stillingfl.
Orig. Sacr. ii. v. §5 The question which Moses supposeth, is founded upon clear and evident reason. 1753–4 Richardson Grandison II. xii.
86 High words passed between them. They parted in passion. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ii. 753 The Vine her liquid Harvest yields. 1712 E.
Cooke Voy. S. Sea 261 The Bark they call Cloves, us'd for dressing of Meat, and dying. 1866 G. B. McClellan Let. 26 Dec. in Own Story
(1887) xii. 221 The entire establishment..was removed to the War Department building, without my knowledge. 1860 J. Tyndall Glaciers of
Alps i. §5. 37 That lingering rosy hue which bodes good weather. 1964 L. Nkosi Rhythm of Violence 46 Lili: Jo, I don't want to play.
Jojozi: [tries to kiss her.] Not even love-play? 1851 B. H. Hall College Words 134 Foundation‥In America applied to a donation or legacy
appropriated especially to maintain poor and deserving‥students at a college. 1789 W. Aiton Hortus Kewensis II. 152 Great *Night-flowering
Cereus. Nat[ive] of Jamaica and Vera Cruz. 1732 J. Swift Exam. Abuses Dublin 6 I have given good Advice to these infamous Disgracers of
their Sex. 1593 Shakes. Lucr. 1378 And dying eyes gleem'd forth their ashie lights. 1841 C. Dickens Old Curiosity Shop i. xii. 152 The
goods being once removed, this house would be uncomfortable. 1885 B. Coleridge in Law Times Rep. LII. 585|1 The relationship between the
parties was‥one of bailment, and therefore could not found criminal proceedings. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 103 A drowsy maid with the
sleep scarce brushed out of her hair. 1514 Barclay Cyt. & Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 3 The longe yse sycles at the hewsys honge. 1908 I. N.
Stevens Liberators 187 The public service corporation had dictated the nomination of the entire Republican State and legislative ticket.
1935 W. Fortescue Perfume from Provence 178, I found myself hugging the edge of a positive precipice.‥ With eyes on stalks I drove on.
1971 Farmers Weekly 19 Mar. 85|1 The cost per pound of gain would exceed the price per pound liveweight received at slaughter. 1893 R. B.
Lee Hist. & Descr. Mod. Dogs (Sporting Div.) xvii. 343 One cannot say that the Irish red setter, the Irish terrier, and the water spaniel
of Ireland, came at any recent date from one stock. 1899 Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 6|7 We have had thrust upon us a drama played upon a
world-stage. 1862 Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 213 The external world is governed by acts, the internal world by opinions. 1885 W. D.
Howells Rise Silas Lapham vii. 116 The Colonel laughed the more. He was going to get all the good out of this. 1852 G. Brimley Ess.,
Esmond 259 The Chevalier St. George‥misses being James the Third‥by grace of his own exceeding baseness. 1940 Washington Post 20 Sept. 17
(heading) Too much veiling and sequins not in good taste; costume suit is smart. 1620 Brent tr. Sarpi's Counc. Trent i. (1676) 95 To send
Ambassadours, men of gravity and authority. 1300 Cursor M. 28366, I‥did min office na-þe-lese Þat vn-despensed sang i messe. 1548 Hall
Chron. 11 These monasticall persones‥toke on them to‥regester in the boke of fame, noble actes. 1978 K. Williams Diary 2 Apr. (1993) 557
Fuck this for a game of marbles: I'm joining the Anarchists. 1450 Stockh. Med. MS. 87 For to make trete þat ys callyd playster of plombe.
1898 F. Davis Romano-Brit. City of Silchester 16 The subsidence‥of the *surface-deposited material. 1712 Budgell Spect. No. 506 ⁋12 Giving
her an insight into things she had no notion of before. 1810 S. Trimmer Two Farmers (1829) 26 Mrs. Mills..made great game of her and her
husband. 1865 Maffei Brigand Life I. 240 Without a moment's delay, and with scarcely any formality, the sentence was carried into effect.
1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 272, I held the letter in my hand like as if I was stupid. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 26, I do not ask
thee to enter my service, or to receive wages. 1681 S. Pordage tr. T. Willis Anat. Brain in Five Treat. xvii. 117 This Nerve..serves also
for the producing some pathetick motions of the Eye. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xxvi. 1 It is don, whenne Jhesus hadde eendid alle these wordis, he
seide to his disciplis. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, The image of virtue, which Nature had impressed upon his heart. 1947 Daily Tel.
19 Apr. 4/2 Its virtual disappearance yesterday..is probably the only answer to the fear of its use as a war-base once more. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour (1864) I. 413 He understood by a ‘Duffer’, a man who sold goods under false pretences, making out that they were smuggled‥;
whereas a ‘Lumper’ would sell linens [etc.]‥which‥were made to appear new when they were old, or solid when they were flimsy. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., *Saddle-case. See the article Housing. 1838 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXV. 176|1 The second coat‥is laid on‥with the
floting trowel, and floted to a straight, level surface, with rules of various lengths. 1797 Jane Austen Sense & Sens. xxxviii, But I am
sure I would not do such a thing for all the world. 1674 Cotton Gamester 150 All-fours is play'd in Kent, and Fives in Ireland. 1300
Cursor M. 1730 (Cott.) Þe folk to preche for-gate he noght. 1620 Shelton Quix. iii. ix. 203 He began the most sadd and dolefull lamentation of the world. 1828 Macaulay Hallam Ess. (1887) 64 To this circumstance she [the Church of England] owes‥her noble and pathetic
liturgy. 1540 Linlithgow Burgh Court 27 Oct. Anent ane hors that the said Villiam newfarit with the said Watt. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales
II. 115 To enable him to run in his best form. 1929 F. Manning Middle Parts of Fortune I. v. 87 ‘They don't care a fuck 'ow us'ns live,’
said little Martlow bitterly. 1916 Internat. Jrnl. Ethics 26 534 These writers defy the historicist and positivist condemnation of all
rational or non-positive law. 1639 W. Whately Prototypes ii. xxvi. (1640) 76 The vertue of humanity, that is, of being ready to shew love
to man, as he is man. 1605 C. Tourneur Laugh & lie Downe sig. D2v, She was olde, (and therfore not Eiesome). 1629 Milton Nativity 230 The
Sun in bed, Curtain'd with cloudy red. 1834 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXII. 366|1 Such is its Summer coat, and‥we distinguish it by the name
Stoat. 1926 H. Crane Let. 17 Mar. (1965) 238 The tragic quandary (or agon) of the modern world. 1735 Somerville Chase iii. 309 Thus Man
innum'rous Engines forms, t' assail The savage Kind. 1863 A. D. Whitney Faith Gartney's Girlhood xi. 97 Faith looked up, and remembered
the poor *office girl of three years since. 1596 P. Colse Penelope (1880) 167 Wel let him heed amidst his ioy, Lest Menelaus marre his
roast. 1887 Century Mag. XXXIV. 178|2 Freshmen formed a *practice crew of their own. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxiii. 517 A system of
managing guinea worm cases which bids fair to‥obviate the serious risks of the old winding out system. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxvii. 251
Was never seen such rule In any place but here, at Boon fire, or at Yule. 1580 in Sc. Bks. Discipl. etc. (1621) 18 The whole Assembly of
the Kirk‥declares the same pretended office [of bishop]‥unlawfull in the selfe. 1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 11 No vaine⁓glorious
shewes Of royall apparition for the eye. 1925 Morris Owner's Man. 93 (caption) Whenever you see this hanging sign you know that it denotes
an establishment where Morris Service can be obtained. 1939 R. A. Knox Let Dons Delight ix. 247 My host returned, voluble‥in his anathemas
over the cheap *night-rate for telephoning. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhetorique 149 Thus in Joel 2. from 1. to the 12. ver. you have a most
lively Rhetorical Prosopopoeical description of the terrible Army of the Babylonians. 1682 tr. J. Milton Republican-Lett. 56 [I] am
exceeding glad truly of your haveing so timelyly signified unto your Comanders..how much the same displeased your Majesty. 1538 Starkey
England i. iv. 127 Frerys whome you wold juge to be borne in the habyte, they are so lytyl and yong. 1580 J. Stow Chrons. of Eng. 467 A
Parliament, commonly called the good Parliament, was holden at Westminster [c1440 Walsingham Hist. Angl. I. 324 Parliamenti quod Bonum
merito vocabatur]. 1300 Cursor Mundi 2197 Nembrot..was fers, prud, and fell. 1969 E. H. Pinto Treen 94|1 Maple Sugar Moulds.‥ early
19th-century, carved wood moulds for maple sugar, from Quebec Province, Canada. 1928 Brownwood (Texas) Bull. 8 Dec. 8|5 They Zeppelined
schools and sank hospital ships. 1729 N. Tindal tr. P. Rapin de Thoyras Hist. Eng. IX. xvii. 134 Provisions and Ammunition carried to one
of the warring Powers were contraband Goods. 1128 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1128, Se kyng‥micele ᴁersumes him ᴁeaf on gold & on silure.
1382 Wyclif Matt. vii. 6 Nyl ȝe ȝeue holy thing to houndis. 1857 N. & Q. Ser. ii. IV. 114 There is no sojourner in the Mediterranean‥, who
has not seen the red wind.‥ It blows from the deserts of Africa, and derives its name from the particles of red sand with which it is
charged. 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's 52 The same day was restorid to hym the office of his tonge. 1887 W. Besant World Went xv. 128 [He]
took the quarterstaff,..poised it in his hands, and turned a smiling face to his adversary. 1888 J. Paton Tea in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 97 2
Black and green tea are made indifferently from the leaves of the same plant. 1635 N. Boteler Dial. Sea Services (1685), Winding of a
Ship. 1915 E. Sapir in T. McFeat Indians of N. Pacific Coast(1987) 37 Intermarriages would bring about intercrossings of all sorts, and in
course of time the more remote degrees of relationship would be forgotten. 1644 in 11th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. vii. 102 The extreame
push of affaires that the associated Countyes are now put to. 1635 N. Boteler Dial. Sea Services (1685) 116 Winding Tackle blocks. 1958
‘N. Shute’ Rainbow & Rose i. 3 He lived and worked in England and the Far East all the time between the wars. 1600 Chester Pl. Proem 44
Then our desier is to satisfie—for that is all our game. 1960 Guardian 3 Feb. 6|4 A minimum of fuss but plenty of form-filling. 1912 J. H.
Robinson Princ. & Pract. Poultry Culture xx. 342 Red mites‥secrete themselves about the roosts. 1758 Ann. Reg. 16 The Prussians,‥inspired
by a society of danger with their King,‥totally defeated the Austrians. 1690 Locke Govt. ii. ii. Wks. 1727 II. 162 One of those wild
savage Beasts, with whom Men can have no Society nor Security. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. Addr. A iv, Their‥deep Sagacity, twisted
Endeavours, ample Fortunes, and all other advantages. 1667 Milton P.L. vi. 346 Spirits that live throughout Vital in every part, not as
frail man In Entrailes, Heart or Head, Liver or Reines. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. I. vi. 67 The physicians call a medicine which contains
efficient ingredients in a small volume, and of a pleasant or tolerable taste, an elegant medicine. 1614 T. S. Iewell for Gentrie sig.
G4v/1 A badling of Duckes. 1888 F. Hume Madame Midas i. ii. 26 You'll have the game in your own hands. 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon i. 58
My dere moder *haue a lytyll pacyence. 1832 P. Egan's Bk. Sports No. 5. 66|2 Nature, enriched by art, had rendered the late Mr. Emery a
man not often to be met with in the walks of society. 1994 D. Fallowell 20th Cent. Char. 14 He sold advertising space. I thought it was
the worst thing. It's the quintessence of hucksterism. 1713 Swift Cadenus & Vanessa 888 The goddess‥Left all below at Six and Sev'n. 2000
Z. Smith White Teeth xii. 317 Joyce slipped the huge garden scissors out of her apron pocket,‥and placed the exposed throat of a blue
delphinium bloom between two slices of silver. Tough love. 1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 156 Saddle, Anomia Sella. 1878 M. Hunt Hazard
of Die I. xiii. 262 Say nought to me, Ailie. I's fairly brussen-hearted! 1633 Fife Witch Trial in J. Sinclair Statist. Acct. Scotl.(1796)
XVIII. App. 655 She hoped to see the powarts bigg in his hair. 1853 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. ii. 110 Each one according to the extent of
land he had, should pay into his parish church‥a certain quantity of wax under the name of *light-shot. 1873 F. Jenkin Electr. & Magn.
Index, *Surface conduction, or creeping on insulators. 1861 Court Life at Naples II. 115 Travellers, zealously bent on doing the country
and all the sights. 1600 L. Lewkenor tr. A. de Torquemada Spanish Mandeuile f. 66v He..bad him be of good courage, and shake off that
dismaiment. 1647 Trapp Comm. Col. iv. 16 Other good books must be read‥yet not idle pamphlets, and love-toies. 1400–50 Alexander 412
[With] þe wose of þe wede hire wengis anoyntis. 1400 Ancrene Riwle(Pepys) (1976) 174 Þe ondeful [c1230 Corpus Cambr. niðfule] iewes
offreden oure lord þis soure drynk opon þe rode. 1976 N. Thornburg Cutter & Bone i. 22 ‘When in Rome,’ he said finally, shuddering. 1175
Ormulum (Burchfield transcript) l. 6183 All þatt ȝho ȝeorneþþ wiþþ skill. To ȝunnkerr baþre gode. 1745 De Foe Eng. Tradesm. I. ix. 65 If a
tradesman but once ventures to step awry. 1850 Mrs. Browning Rom. Swan's Nest v, The steed shall be red-roan. 1769 E. R. Montagu Ess. on
Writings & Genius of Shakespear 169 Whatever in Hamlet belongs to the præternatural is perfectly fine; the rest of the play does not come
within the subject of this chapter. 1699 J. Dickenson Jrnl. Trav. 2 Our Master being on the Quarter-Deck, our Boom~gibing knocked him
down. 1951 H. Gardner Business of Criticism ii. ii. 105 The fundamental question which the form-critic asks is ‘Why was the story told?’
or ‘What is the point of the story?’ 1682 T. Ash Carolina 22 There are‥the *Red, the Grey, the Fox and Black Squirrels. 1596 Spenser F.Q.
v. iv. 42 Like to an Eagle, in his kingly pride Soring through his wide Empire of the aire‥by chaunce hath spide A Goshauke. 1670 Devout
Commun. (1688) 160 Christ, that foundation-mercy, that hath all mercies folded up in him. 1600 C. Edmondes Obseruations Fiue Bks. Caesars
Comm. i. xvi. 43 The Centurions of the first orders, which I vnderstand to be the first Hastate, the first Princeps, and the first Pilum
of euery legion. 1963 Times 2 Mar. 4|5 The Latins are said to be less susceptible to these emotions than we are. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. & It.
Note-bks. (1872) I. 2 It seemed as if we had stayed our English welcome out. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. iii. i. xlv. (1636) 358 Thirty daies
hath November, Aprill, Iune, and September. 1972 D. Bloodworth Any Number can Play xvi. 153 ‘We go by the position of the lights, not the
colours,’ soothed Ivansong, as they roared through a red. 1600 Shakes. Sonn. ix, That thou no forme of thee hast left behind. 1596
Harington Metam. Ajax D ij, The king‥saued him from the ierke of the *six string'd whip. 1951 J. C. Fennessy Sonnet in Bottle viii. ii. 253
You've done your Good Deed for the Day, visiting the sick. 1892 J. Payn Mod. Dick Whittington II. 133 He was ‘muzzy’ in the morning; he
was ‘elevated’ in the afternoon; but at six o'clock, punctually, he was drunk. 1978 Detroit Free Press 16 Apr. e8|1 ‘The material coming
our way is so slanted on gun control and hunting's role in wildlife management, I can't, in good conscience, pass it on to our youngsters,’ he had said. 1781 Cowper Truth 251 Some mansion‥By some kind, hospitable heart possessed. 1655 in T. Matthew Coll. Lett.(1659) 83
My impatience, to know..whether you suffered anie thing, or no, by the ill accident of yester-night. 1926 F. Scott Fitzgerald Great Gatsby
ix. 206 ‘We were so thick like that in everything’—he held up two bulbous fingers—‘always together.’ 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 233 If
the discussion were confined to your two selves. 1500 in W. C. Hazlitt Remains Early Pop. Poetry Eng. (1866) II. 57 There wyll j
fysche..ffor loches and googeons and goode game. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod Hoyle 81 Suppose your hand consists of a four, five, and six of
spades. 1982 Canada Supreme Court Rep. 2 690|1 Any testimony under oath‥would result in a violation of Crown privilege (or public interest
immunity). 1591 E. Spenser Teares of Muses in Complaints 204 Those sweete wits..Are now despizd, and made a laughing game. 1767 H. Brooke
Fool of Qual. i. 6 (D.) He had neither art nor part in this frightful discomfiture. 1875 Knight Dict. Mech., Live-trap, a device for
imprisoning living microscopic objects. It consists of three parallel glass slips; the middle one has a circular perforation forming the
cell, while the other ones constitute the sides. 1922 Edinb. Rev. Oct. 241 Both these beautiful abstractions are in reality boojums. 1745
J. Parsons in Philos. Trans. 1744–5(Royal Soc.) 43 10 If the Soul had an Imperium over the Blood, she might as well prevent the Effects of
Poison. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 440|1 The‥expressions of ‘the illness’ or ‘the courses’ are those in most common use among the vulgar.
2000 R. Milner Retriever Training iii. 20 The trials emphasized game-finding ability, softness of mouth, and calmness of demeanor. 1850 T.
Tredgold Steam Engine (ed. 3) I. iv. 17 These dimensions are given in the plan view, Plate IV., where the cylinder and steam chest are
shown in section. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 128|2 Persons in middle life can do with less sleep than children or very old persons. 1878 T.
Bryant Pract. Surg. (1884) I. 92 Static or venous gangrene includes those [cases] in which stagnation of blood is caused by the mechanical
arrest of the circulation through the veins. 1720 C'tess Cowper Diary (1864) 152 The King cast an angry Look that Way every now and then.
1850 Thackeray Pendennis II. xxi. 209 Look at your *love-marriages.‥ The love-match people are the most notorious of all for quarrelling
afterwards. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 239 He sholde rube his gomes with lewys of trenne. 1810 Coleridge Friend (1865) 166 Some
bitter truths, respecting our military arrangements. 1980 English World-Wide I. i. 80 The categories or types of AVE‥can be seen as
existing across a scale having ‘World English’ (‘book English’, ‘standard English’, ‘teachers' preferred English’, &c.), at one end, and a
national variety most distinct from it at the other. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 7 Now of fiue sorowes‥Henry in his writyng telles what
þei ware. 1958 C. Tomlinson Seeing is Believing (1960) 20 Light, swept perpendicular Into the leaf-mass Flickers out. 1799 E. Du Bois
Piece Family Biogr. I. xii. 175 Neither would pretend to advise in a matter of so much moment: it was therefore prorogued till they should
meet their friends. 1746 Francis tr. Hor. Sat. ii. vi. 163 A country mouse, as authors tell, Of old invited to his cell A city mouse. 1866
Whipple Char. 322 No opinionated, will-strong, untamable passion. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. of the Farm I. 190 The riding-horse-stable should
have *saddle-brackets. 1941 J. Masefield Gautama 13 Basil Blackwell's shop..within whose booky house Half England's scholars nibble books
or browse. 1885 Manch. Examiner 17 Jan. 5/4 A goods train which was backing on to a siding. 1913 A. E. Leach Food Inspection & Analysis
(ed. 3) xxi. 955 (heading) Habit-forming drugs in beverages. 1618 Sylvester Miracle Peace Wks. (Grosart) II. 42 The *friend-foe strangers,
With us, against us. 1875 Helps Soc. Press. v. 71 They will have‥meandered about the flower-garden in a listless way. 1876 J. Parker
Paracl. ii. xviii. 311 As compared with Christian Theology, science as it is now urged upon us is but of yesterday. 1925 D. H. Lawrence
St. Mawr 158 She felt a peculiar tough-necked arrogance in him. 1430 Syr Tryam. 257 At Goddys wylle muste hyt bene. 1970 K. Millett Sexual
Politics vii. 330 His [sc. Norman Mailer's] hand-wringing over the ‘Womanization of America’. 1958 Listener 20 Nov. 824|1 It would be
wrong to abandon altogether the distinction between service contracts and other types of contract. 1697 Dryden Æneid iii. 497 Must pass
the Stygian Lake and view the neather Skies. 2004 E. M. Anson Eumenes of Cardia iv. 108 Eumenes..placed two hipparchies of his Cappadocian
cavalry..on his left. 1941 J. Reith Diary 20 Oct. (1975) v. 281 Beaverbrook—to no one is the vulgar designation shit more appropriately
applied—telephoned about park railings. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 330|1 What is called ‘summer lightning’ or ‘wild-fire’.‥ In the majority
of cases it is merely the effect of a distant thunder⁓storm. It is also often due to a thunderstorm in the higher strata of the atmosphere
overhead. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 160 Neither can he otherwise chuse but stumble: that gropyng in the darcke can not tell where he is.
1818 Ann. Reg. 1817: State Papers 309|2 They are‥not prepared at present to suggest to the House any alteration in this mode of conducting
this important department of the public service. 1425 Cursor Mundi (Galba) l. 25249 On domesday..þe euill sall fra þe gude be drawn. OE
Ælfric Homily (Cambr. Ii.4.6) in J. C. Pope Homilies of Ælfric (1967) I. 366 We habbað on þam Suna swiðe godne þingere. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
iii. 99 These Laborinthing Seas. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxvii, It would be like his impudence‥to dare to think of such a thing. 1934 H.
Miller Tropic of Cancer 48 ‘We'll throw out all the other contributors and we'll fill it with our own shit—that's what!’ ‘Yeah, but what
kind of shit?’ ‘Any kind.’ 1623 Bingham Xenophon 104 All this is performed in measure to the Flute. 1952 Granville Dict. Theatrical Terms
145 My public will hate me in this part. 1894 S. R. Bottone Electr. Instr. 26 In *shop-bought instruments glass handles are generally
seen. 1688 R. Holme Armory iii. v. 244 Bad cheese‥full of Eyes, not well prest. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 465 A mazey laberynth of small
veines and arteries. 1809 Jackson's Oxf. Jrnl. 21 Oct. (advt.) The Setters are steady to bird and dog, fast hunters, stout, and are
Game-finders. 1910 Galsworthy Sheaf (1916) 120 The old theory, ‘an eye for an eye’ condemned to death over nineteen hundred years ago, but
still dying very hard in this Christian country. 1983 Fortune 14 Nov. 10|3 It offers conference calls, an office intercom system, and even
that maddening canned music for callers put on hold. 1943 Hunt & Pringle Service Slang 28 The drill, the correct way of doing a job is
always referred to in this manner, or as the ‘right drill’. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 405 The governor is pleased to doubt our
having such letters as we mentioned. 1826 J. Bannister Let. in Sotheran's Catal. No. 12 (1899) 1, I shall ‘stick to the shop’ till I quit
the stage of life. 1960 L. Picken Organization of Cells iii. 83 The presence of minute amounts of penicillin in the culture medium leads
to the production of various abnormal forms of bacteria. 1952 Sci. News XXIII. 63 Histologically, we recognize in the so-called association areas [of the brain] the structures responsible for linking sensory stimuli with motor response. 1959 Earl Jowitt & C. Walsh Dict.
Eng. Law II. 1205/1 Nam, naam, namium, the taking or distraining of another man's goods. 1926 Guild Mar. 93/2 The men provided the baskets
containing supper for two, and the ladies bid for them... A good amount was raised. 1667 Milton P.L. v. 41 The night-warbling Bird, that
now awake Tunes sweetest his *love-labor'd song. 1837 Brewster Magnet. 177 A position more or less oblique to the plane of the paper. 1872
C. Gibbon For King I. xvi. 213 At any rate she is game much too high for him. 1895 T. Russell Meteorol. iii. 53 Hoar-frost is a name given
to the curious, regular figures resembling ferns that form on objects, especially on the window-panes in houses... Rime is a thick, heavy
frost forming on objects from frozen rain or mist. 1937 L. MacNeice in Auden & MacNeice Lett. from Iceland x. 133 Compacts, lipstick,
eyeshade, and coiffures. 1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 76 The conception of an external thinghood, and‥of a permanent substantiality as basis of
the qualities. 1500 Gesta Romanorum (BL Add. 9066) (1879) 423 The blessid virgine asked of the deuyll, ‘say me, whethere þes iij. synnes,
lechery, Couetese, and gloteny, mow be to-gedre in oon herte with these goodes, contricion, wepyng, and purpose of amendyng?’ 1597 J.
Payne Royall Exchange 5 These prorogers of wel doinge having wherwith, are here iustly reproved. 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 13 Ða ne synt
acennede‥of flæsces willan, ne of weres willan; ac hiᴁ synt of gode acennede. 1979 Beautiful British Columbia Winter 40 A total of more
than $100 million is expected to be spent at Whistler‥to make the area competitive with world-class resorts in the United States and
Europe. 1728 Earl of Ailesbury Mem.(1890) 316 That owling boat coming in generally twice a week with commodities. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo.
Such i. 8 Attainable by the slenderest talent. 1917 Portland (Victoria, Austral.) Observer 10 Sept. The role of mediator is always an
unenviable one. Someone is bound to call him ‘sticky beak’ and accuse him of bias. 1675 T. Howard in Lady Newdegate Cavalier & Puritan
(1901) 74 The severe usage of the gout making me unfit to appear in any company. 1950 N.Z. Jrnl. Agric. Feb. 146|3 Some vegetable crops,
including beans, are liable to become severely infested with red mite. 1400 Destr. Troy 13286 When the Sirens this sene,‥Þai wyn to the
wale ship, & walton all vnder. 1589 E. Hogan in R. Hakluyt Princ. Navigations i. 156 Being imbarked in the good shippe, called the Gallion
of London. 1569 T. Roest tr. J. van der Noot Theatre Worldlings f. 15, The Dodonian tree, spreading his shadow vpon seuen hilles, namely
vpon the hill of Palatine, the hill Capitolie, the mounte Vimiall, the mount Cely, Esquilin, Vimiel, and Quirinel. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 324 Such archers‥as have the surest hand. 1983 London Rev. Bks. 7 July 18/4 Recent items of Wordsworthiana include The Visionary
Company. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists ii. 94 Swift‥the likest author we have to Rabelais. 1624 Quarles Job Militant, Digestion iv, If
Winter fortunes nip thy Summer Friends,‥despaire not, but be wise. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 417 The node, which was almost as big as a
Pullets egg, was suppurated. 1941 Courant & Robbins What is Math.? ii. 87 Paradoxes like this have led Russell and others to a systematic
study of the foundations of mathematics and logic. 1784 F. Burney Let. 7 Dec. in Diary & Lett.(1842) II. 332, I was called away in the
midst of my rhodomontade, and have lost all zest for pursuing it. 1852 C. W. H[oskyns] Talpa 25 Furrows are avoided as a nuisance and a
loss, except as a mark for *measure-work. 1667 Milton P.L. xii. 646 The World was all before them, where to choose Thir place of rest, and
Providence thir guide. 1828 W. Scott Fair Maid of Perth vi, in Chron. Canongate 2nd Ser. I. 148 Henry Smith remained with Catharine,..entirely alone. There was embarrassment on the maiden's part, and awkwardness on that of the lover. 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 23 Ælc
wæpned‥byð drihtne haliᴁ ᴁenemned. 1610 J. Fletcher Faithfull Shepheardesse v. i. sig. Lv Hold by the Moone, and gently make Suite to the
pale Queene of the night, For a Beame to giue thee light. 1884 Law Times Rep. 51 161/2 The appellants undertook..to make good any damage
done to the property. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1884) I. 92 Static or venous gangrene includes those [cases] in which stagnation of
blood is caused by the mechanical arrest of the circulation through the veins. 1460 Towneley Myst. xxv. 72 The fader voyce, oure myrthes
to amende, Was made to me lyke as a man. 1933 Bulletin (Sydney) 26 July 20|1 The drivers of service cars Outback. 1868 Hawthorne Amer.
Note-Bks. II. 218 With so vivid a talk of countenance that it was precisely as if she had spoken. 1400 (1300) Kyng Alisaunder(Laud) (1952)
l. 7970 (MED) Noman..Ne seiȝ neuere so mychel reuþe Of weep, of cry, of honde wryngyng. 1593 Shakes. Lucr. 1353 Two red fires in both
their faces blazed. 1860 Trollope Castle Richmond xxvii, All the world—her world and his world—would think it better that they should
part. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. xxxii. 496 Every person hath full power and liberty to make a will, that is not under some special
prohibition by law or custom. 1908 H. H. Peerless Diary 9 June in Brief Jolly Change(2003) 120 Coffee in drawing-room, then all troop down
to dining-room to see tableaux vivants on the stage. There is a deal of waiting between each spectacle but they were not bad. 1956 N.
Marsh Death of Fool ii. 23 Ar,..and no call for that if she'd bided homealong and wed one of her own. 1931 Church Times 8 May 569/3 The
kindness and consideration shown by your good self to me. 1886 F. H. Burnett Little Ld. Fauntleroy (1892) x. 191 She was as good as gold.
1450 Alphabet of Tales(1905) II. 418 (MED) Anaximetes..was his preceptur & his maister. 1907 Amer. Jrnl. Sociol. 13 227 This Dutch
government..would have brought opium to Dutch New Guinea..if luckily the move in that direction, for poisoning the Papuas as a first-fruit
of western civilization, had not been checked by public opinion. 1895 C. Kernahan God & Ant (ed. 4) Ded. 8 [They] were so good as to let
me associate books of mine with their names. 1443 in J. R. N. Macphail Highland Papers(1916) II. 179 The twa markis of annual that the
blak freris of Striveling has of the landis of Menstry. 1947 Penguin Music Mag. ii. 21 The standard of playing‥has suffered‥because‥there
was an unprecedented demand for live performances. 1938 M. Allingham Fashion in Shrouds xix. 338 ‘Things are bad enough as they are.’
‘You're telling me.’ 1853 F. W. Robertson Serm. Ser. v. (1890) i. 1 The Human Race typified by the Man of Sorrows. 1776 J. Marshall
Travels IV. i. 41 Bread about the price it is in England, or something cheaper: beef, which is excellent, 2d. halfpenny and 2d. per
pound;..game, very cheap. 1425 tr. Guy de Chauliac Grande Chirurgie(N.Y. Acad. Med.) f. 29 Signe of verray herisiple..dolour & aking
mordificatiue & pungityue [?c1425 Paris prikkynge; L. pungitiuus] noȝt extensiue. 1581 J. Marbeck Bk. Notes & Common Places 1076 When we
do any good deed..we should not hunt and hauke after the praise of men. 1884 Chr. Commonwealth 14 Feb. 416|1 Columns of wild, inflammatory, and dangerous talk are appearing in most of our newspapers. 1572 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 156 Be ressoun of the daly traffique,
practize and intelligence betuix the inhabitantis‥and the declarit tratouris. 1870 T. W. Higginson Army Life in Black Regiment ix. 209, I
know moon-rise, I know star-rise, Lay dis body down. 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 23, I now come to the first Policy of the Dutch, viz.
Liberty of Conscience. 1742 Pope Dunc. iv. 630 The sable Throne behold Of Night primæval and of Chaos old. 1712 Addison Hymn ‘The spacious
firmament’ ii, Soon as the Evening Shades prevail, The Moon takes up the wondrous Tale. 1714 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 63 This shows how
impossible it is to set up a Commonwealth in England. 2011 P. Atterbury Paul Atterbury's Lost Railway Journeys 28 (caption) Surviving
paperwork, such as this 1900s carriage note from Bournemouth goods department, is much sought after. 1836 New Sporting Mag. Oct. 360 The
fielding of the ‘Wykehamist watches’ was very different from years gone by. 1892 Christian Union 12 Nov. 909/2 The ceremony of Tawaf, or
circumnambulation [sic], is performed on the inner oval pavement of polished granite. 1651 Hobbes Rhet. (1840) 455 A friend is he that
loves, and he that is beloved. 1868 J. Hartley Budget 32 (E.D.D.), Th' maister oppened sich a shop 'at aw thowt th' top ov his heead had
come off. 1849 C. Brontë Shirley vii, ‘I want to finish trimming my hat’ (bonnet she meant). 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts & Sci. iii. xi. 237
The Ancients made much more ado about this Season of the Year than we. 1991 Independent 16 Nov. (Mag.) 20/2 Mens sana in corpore sano is
an unwritten slogan of West Point. 1860 Trans. Lit. & Hist. Soc. Quebec IV. 20 The Mayflower‥I am told is the emblem of Nova Scotia, as
the Maple leaf is of Canada. 1887 Bowen Virg. Æneid v. 103 Under the spits live embers place. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 48 Because of such
tales, your tenaunts owe hym the bettir will. 1672 Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 64, I suppose a pint of Oatmeal equal to half a pint of Rice.
1979 Guardian 2 Aug. 1|8 Customs staff will examine in detail the baggage of all passengers going through the red channel and carry out
more spot checks‥on those using the nothing-to-declare green channel. 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1656 Peples‥holdynge hir question Dyuynynge
of thise Thebane knyghtes two. 1824 Byron Juan xv. xciii, Because my business is to dress society, And stuff with sage that very verdant
goose. 1923 G. Watson Roxburghshire Word-bk. Aiverie..Very hungry. 1970 G. Greer Female Eunuch 214 The market is contested by‥love comics
and fotoromance. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke ix. 88 Their thoughtes and their priuie talkes behynd his backe wer not hydden‥to hym.
1977 Drive Sept.–Oct. 112|1 You go to buy a car, offering your Old Faithful in part-exchange.‥ In New York, you would be the up. ‘I'm
sitting at my desk. The guy comes through the door, so I gotta get up. See?’ 1806 in Documentary Hist. Amer. Industr. Society (1910) III.
67 The newspaper called the Aurora, has teemed with false representations‥to poison the public mind. 1750 Midwife 1 199 I dare say Mr. ***
plays a good Game at Cribbage. 1817 W. Baldwin Let. 30 Mar. in W. Darlington Reliquiae Baldwinianae(1843) 211 Galactia pinnata..vulgò
‘Devil's shoe strings’. 1601 Twel. N. ii. iii. 92 For the loue o God, peace. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 10 4 An opportunity to introduce
fashions amongst our young gentlemen. 1664 H. More Apol. 508 The Quotation of the place from whence this Objection is taken is here
omitted, but I question not but that it aimes at that passage, Chap. 4. Sect. 3. Book 6. which runs thus. 1864 Athenæum 29 Oct. 559/1 ‘A
bad egg’,..a fellow who had not proved to be as good as his promise. 1500 Melusine 300 He cryed with a hye voys,‥‘hourys sone & fals
geaunt, comme speke with me!’ 1943 D. Baker Trio ii. 92 A light-meter on a cord, some photographic lenses, an envelope full of negatives.
1981 Times 3 Mar. 13|2 Anything is better than the horrors of nuclear war‥better red than dead. 1966 New Yorker 10 Dec. 149 Murray the K
tells it like it really is. 1626 Bp. Andrewes Serm. xix. (1661) 389 His vigour‥holdeth out *habit-wise. 1881 Standard 8 July 6|1 Their
captain was out for the dreaded ‘duck's egg’. 1958 Edmonton Jrnl. 28 June 25|1 Schools and universities are closing their doors for the
next few months and many Canadian households will begin the annual exodus to summer cottage or camp. 1601 Shakes. All's Well ii. i. 95
Thus he his speciall nothing euer prologues. 1918 H. W. Dodds Procedure in State Legislatures (Annals Amer. Acad. Polit. & Social Sci.
Suppl. No. 1) iv. 60 Enjoying as much parliamentary power as the English cabinet, the rules committee [of the New York Assembly] nevertheless escapes any measure of responsibility before the people. 2009 Times (Nexis) 30 June 64 The big courts inspire and Centre Court
inspires doubly: at least, it does, if you're up for the game and ready to do a potential champion a bit of no good. 1884 Tennyson Becket
Prol. 8 Becket. It is your move. Henry. Well—there. 1500 Ratis Raving 1562 With wyll and ȝouthed duellis hee. 1845 Defiance (Ohio)
Democrat 10 July 2/2 This is the pioneer rail road in Indiana, and..hampered with unusual difficulties and embarrassments. 1592 Shakes.
Rom. & Jul. v. iii. 112 This *world-wearied flesh. 1608 R. Armin Nest of Ninnies sig. A4 Calfe great, in whose conceit Lay much game and
glee. 1591 Troublesome Raigne Iohn i. sig. E4 Tis best we follow now the game is faire. 1898 Daily News 25 May 5/1 She thought she was
borrowing 50l. to enable her to execute a number of good-paying orders. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseudodoxia Epidemica iv. vii. 197 We made
triall in Scales of good exactnesse. 1781 Cowper Let. to J. Newton 5 Mar., One would wish, at first setting out, to catch the public by
the ear, and hold them by it as fast as possible. 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2054 To do the office of funeral seruyse. 1864 R. Chambers Bk. of
Days II. 648/2 He slowly read from the prayer-book the whole of the morning-service.., concluding about the same time as the church was
coming out, when his good coat was laid aside, and the old one put on. 1788 Burns Let. to Clarinda 18 Feb., I am just going to propose
your health by way of grace-drink. 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 22 With false favour‥you deceive th'ayes. 1780 Cowper Wks. (1876) 49, I
have lately exercised my ingenuity in contriving an exercise for yours and have composed a riddle. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel ix, I'll
transpoort Tom Bakewell, sure as a gun. 1967 Ibid. 16 Dec. 8 This is what makes the Indian one such a groove for me. 1697 Virg. Georg. iv.
606 Where heaps of Billows‥In Form of War, their wat'ry Ranks divide. 1948 Good Housek. Cookery Bk. 410 Place the round of pastry neatly
and evenly on a flat pie plate. 1393 J. Gower Confessio Amantis (Fairf.) Prol. l. 462 Bot yet betwen ernest and game Ful ofte it torneth
other wise. 1614 W. Mure tr. Virgil Dido & Æneas i. in Wks. (1898) I. 37 Bloody warre, the mistres of debait. 1815 in D. Defoe Robinson
Crusoe(new ed.) 240 (note) A very familiar acquaintance with this portion of the coast..is productive of such a redundancy of local
information, as to render a choice what is sometimes expressed by the phrase, ‘embarrassment of riches’. 1483 Act 1 Rich. III, c. 6 §1
Divers Fairs have been holden‥by Prescription allowed afore Justices in Eyre. 1828 Macaulay Hallam Ess. (1887) 64 To this circumstance she
[the Church of England] owes‥her noble and pathetic liturgy. 1863 W. Barnes Gram. & Gloss. Dorset Dial. 9 In searching the *word-stores of
the provincial speech-forms of English, we cannot but behold what a wealth of stems we have overlooked at home. 1809 Jackson's Oxf. Jrnl.
21 Oct. (advt.) The Setters are steady to bird and dog, fast hunters, stout, and are Game-finders. 1883 Stainer in Grove's Dict. Mus. III.
471 A Service may be defined as a collection of musical settings of the canticles and other portions of the liturgy which are by usage
allowed to be set to free composition. 1435 G. Chaucer Squire's Tale (Sloane 1685) (1874) Prol. l. 1169 Ye lernyd men..Can moche gode by
goddes dignyte. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. viii. (1687) 39, I intend to do you service by revealing to you my very heart. 1840 Standard
14 Nov. 1/6 He was then by his engine, which was attached to the goods wagon. 1275 Laȝamon Brut (Calig.) (1978) l. 13011 Arður..up ahof
his gode brond. 1655 Lestrange Chas. I, 184, The Scotish fires had‥burnt up to nothing Episcopacy both root and branch. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. iv. §199 They should have an Ordinance of Parliament for their Indemnity. 1754 J. Shebbeare Marriage Act I. xxxvi. 236 When we
see a Doctor in Divinity dressed in his Pontificalia, we conclude that these Robes include a pious, learned, and humane Man. 1175 Lamb.
Hom. 35 Nis þas weorld nawiht ȝe hit iseoð eow seluen. 1883 Manch. Guard. 4 Oct. 5|2 The Howard Association is doing good service by its
persistent watchfulness in all matters relating to the treatment of crime. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 13 When such an accident
happeneth, it is usually in favour to those extraordinary persons in whom [etc.]. 1920 A. S. Eddington Space, Time & Gravitation iii. 50
It would, in fact, be possible for an observer travelling along NP to receive a *light-signal‥announcing the event O, just as he reached
N. 1964 Mademoiselle Sept. 164 There's a new dance, the Ska—like The Game set to music. 1526 Tindale Acts xx. 32, I commende you to God
and to the worde of his grace which is able to bylde further [1611 to build you vp]. 1610 Bible (Douay) Ecclus. xxxi. 17 Leaue of first,
for maners sake, and exceede not. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. & Ab. Physic 161 He liv'd by his Practice, as other Physicians did and do. 1618
Bolton Florus i. xviii. (1636) 58, I see, as sure as can be, that I am borne under the constellation of Hercules. 1832 Examiner 29 Jan.
69/1 The tableau vivant of the tournament is magnificent, that of the marriage equally gorgeous. 1200 Vices & Virtues 49 He litlėde him
seluen to-foren mannes eiȝen. 1677 F. S[tedman] Campanol. 82 Upon six bells there are also single and double Courses, viz. twelve changes
in every single Course, as in Grandsire Bob, etc., and twenty four changes in every double Course, as in Colledg Bob, etc. 1864 Soc.
Science Rev. 37 A pie-dish and decanter take the place of jug and bason at the washing stand. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. (1847) 239 Take
off your things—and we will order‥tea. 1676 Bates Exist. God iv. 66 Supposing the self subsistence of Matter‥could the World, full of
innumerable Forms, spring by an Impetus from a dead, formless Principle? 1834–7 Southey T' terrible Knitters, We knat quorse wosset
stockings. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Dict. 82|2 Collimator, an instrument for laying guns and mortars‥for *night-firing. 1609 Beaumont
Papers (1884) 21, I looke for no ordinarie cocke, hauyng of myne owne of that fourme more then I know what to doe withall. 1362 Langl. P.
Pl. A. i. 97 Dauid‥Dude hem swere on heor swerd to serue treuþe euere. 1605 Shakes. Lear i. iv. 137 Leaue thy drinke and thy whore. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas. i. (Percy Soc.) 5, I myght not slake Of my great musyng‥of these two wayes so muche in usage. 2001 Govt. Finance
Statistics Man. (Internat. Monetary Fund) vi. 70/2 The subsidy may be a specific amount of money per unit or quantity of a good or
service. 1991 PR Newswire (Nexis) 1 Oct. The PC GamePad represents a new and unique input device for entertainment applications on the IBM
PC. 1964 Mrs. L. B. Johnson White House Diary 1 Aug. (1970) 187 He spoke, disheartened, of the enormous quantity of public housing in New
York City. 1892 Autobiog. Eng. Gamekeeper (J. Wilkins) 239 They poked their gate net stick into the ditch, and I felt it scrape over my
legs. 1641 Brome Joviall Crew iii. Wks. 1873 III. 407 Then, hay tosse and laugh all night. 1400 Mandeville (Roxb.) ii. 7 Þat was giffen me
for grete frenschepe. 1897 Mod. A class of boys doing arithmetic while another is doing Euclid. I cannot do this problem. Show me how to
do this sum. 1750 W. Shenstone Elegies ix. 38 Exalted to yon ambient sky. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 224 *Cinnamon bark is
astringent, cordial, and tonic. 1596 Shakes. Merch. V. ii. vi. 36 Loue is blinde. 1814 W. Wordsworth Excursion i. 27 The good die first,
And they whose hearts are dry as summer dust Burn to the socket. 1879 ‘Edna Lyall’ Won by Waiting xxx, Bertha's flight must be kept
secret. 1976 G. Mansell Why External Broadcasting? 18 Other totalitarianisms, whether of the red or the black variety. 1658 J. Rowland tr.
T. Moffett Theater of Insects in Topsell's Hist. Four-footed Beasts(rev. ed.) 902 Others yet advise to sow Goldilocks [L. chrysocomme]
near where they [sc. bees] are. 1791 in Acct. Late Wonderful Amer. Vision sig. B2v Proposals for printing by subscription,..Of the Cause
of Thunder, Lightning, Earthquakes,..Rainbow, Meteors, Sun Dogs, [etc.]. 1714 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 63 This shows how impossible it is
to set up a Commonwealth in England. 1957 Luce & Raiffa Games & Decisions xiv. 333 (heading) Conditions on the social welfare function and
Arrow's impossibility theorem. 1923 J. T. MacCurdy Probl. Dynamic Psychol. xvi. 191 The ‘sentiment of love’‥consists in identification
with the *love object. 1598 Shakes. Merry W. iii. v. 79 To serch his house for his wiues Loue. 835 Charter in O.E. Texts 449 An swin oððe
sex weðras. 1966 G. Greene Comedians i. iii. 88 I was already a hundred and fifty dollars to the good. 1816 J. Austen Emma I. iv. 52 Their
moonlight walks and merry evening games . 1781 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. i. (1791) 19 Guard from cold dews her *love-illumin'd form. 1665 J.
Buck in G. Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1841) App. B. 66 Then a Bedel carrieth all the Graces that passed unto the Proctors. 1771 Junius Lett.
xliii. (1804) II. 181 Louis XIV had reason when he said ‘the Pyrenees are removed’. 1890 L. D'Oyle Notches 55 That night-herding was
becoming unpleasant work. 1596 Shakes. Tam. Shr. ii. 155 With that word she stroke me on the head, And through the instrument my pate made
way. 1875 Knight Dict. Mech., *Surface-roller, the engraved cylinder used in calico-printing. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 73 b, Some
feareth synne & payne bothe, hauynge an eye and respecte to bothe in maner indifferently. 1300 Cursor M. 9846 If þou fand‥A barn‥þat had
thre fete and handes thre, And if þou siþen a-noiþer fand þat wanted oiþer fote or hand,‥monstres moght man call þam like. 1320 Sir Beues
2155 Me wolde þenke be his fasoun, Þat hit were Beues of Hamtoun. 1634 Milton Comus 340 Som gentle taper‥visit us With thy long levell'd
rule of streaming light. 1708 Swift Proc. Bickerstaff Wks. 1751 IV. 207, I‥was surprized to find my Gentleman‥with a two-foot Rule in his
hand, measuring my Walls. 1750 Gray Let. in Poems (1775) 215 Whom meaner beauties eye askance, And vainly ape her art of killing. 1937 V.
Woolf Years 333 There was a red-yellow glow.‥ The sun was sinking through the London dust. 1815 Jane Austen Emma (1866) 207 A mind lively
and at ease can do with seeing nothing. 1905 Chambers's Jrnl. Feb. 193/2 There is probably no bird upon our game-list which is more
eagerly sought after than the wood-cock..for his kitchenable qualities. 1814 Scott Waverley I. xiv. 146 The daughters of the house of
Bradwardine were, in his opinion..placed high above the clouds of passion which might obfuscate the intellects of meaner females. 1394 P.
Pl. Crede 84 Grete-hedede quenes wiþ gold by þe eiȝen. 1642 F. Quarles Observ. Princes & States 2 Long-settled humors give foment to the
distemper when it breakes forth. 1607 R. C. tr. H. Estienne World of Wonders 233 They see greater cunning and dexteritie, and a more
ciuill and vrbane kind of life. 1962 Jrnl. Bible & Relig. 30 192/1 It makes possible the achievement of a large variety of moral goods
which would be impossible without it. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 282 How, by fasts, vigils, formalities and mass-work, a man's soul could
be saved. 1882 Spectator 9 Dec. 1579 His [Sterne's] *lovemongering was altogether contemptible. 1648 M. Prideaux & J. Prideaux Easy &
Compend. Introd. Hist. 341 In Philosophy (as 'tis termed) those that have written 1. Metaphysics. 2. Pneumatology or the doctrine of
Spirits..are almost innumerable. 1863 A. D. Whitney Faith Gartney's Girlhood ix. 78 Miss Sampson entered‥to put on her *night-wrapper and
make ready for her watch. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 60 A set of faces symmetrically related, such as the six faces of the prism of rock-crystal, is called technically a form. 1250 in C. Brown Eng. Lyrics 13th Cent. (1932) 109 (MED) Of þe king he [sc. the Jews] meden game. 1175
Lamb. Hom. 81 Þis bitacneð þe world þet wes from biginnegge [etc.]‥ In þisse worlde nas na laȝe ne na larþeu. 1854 Acts. Gen. Assembly
Georgia 1853–4 338 Any person or persons who shall be found or detected poisoning or destroying fish in any stream or pond.., either
with..devil's shoe-string, or any other matter or substance calculated to destroy fish, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 1971 Lebende
Sprachen XVI. 10|1 US lightning bug—BE|US firefly. 1430–40 Lydg. Bochas i. viii. (1544) 15 She gaue him milke, ye slepe fell in his hede.
1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 12 Waues of tribulation, tempests of tentations. 1739 C. Labelye Short Acc. Piers Westm. Br. 44 The People
who design'd and executed London-Bridge, and other Bridges in the same Taste. 1925 F. Scott Fitzgerald Great Gatsby i. 7 Her husband‥had
been one of the most powerful ends that ever played football at New Haven. 1829 Daily National Intelligencer (Washington, D.C.) 1 July 500
lbs. good flavored cheese. 1697 Dryden tr. Virgil Pastorals ii, in tr. Virgil Wks. 6 The..Locusts..fry'd with Heat, and I with fierce
Desire. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 447 Ȝyf byssop‥ded were, He grantede, þat þoru kyng non destourbance nere, Þat me ne chose in ryȝte fourme
anoþer anon. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i. i. 39 He making speedy way through spersed ayre. 1776–96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 49
Branches‥Sometimes smooth and regular, sometimes knotted. 1888 A. K. Green Behind Closed Doors vi, I do not give night-keys to any one but
the doctor. 1808 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Locks etc. (1873) 17 The key‥moves the horizontal tumbler or tumblers to certain limit or
limits by a step or steps cut in the key nose. 1889 F. Galton Nat. Inheritance iv. 35 The science of heredity is concerned with Fraternities and large Populations rather than with individuals, and must treat them as units. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6576 Þat water dude uorþ is
kunde & was euere uaste. 1872 Ruskin Fors Clav. 14 For all society he had two friends. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. & Ab. Physic 161 He liv'd by
his Practice, as other Physicians did and do. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets Dry Dinner sig. C2v Their smell is wondrous good in cordiaque passions.
1891 Dixon Dict. Idiomatic Eng. Phrases s.v. Eye, The eye of the Baltic—Gothland, or Gottland, an island in the Baltic. 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 133 in Babees Bk. (1868) 126 Looke þat your stikkes of synamome be thyn. 1840 Poe 1002nd Tale Wks. 1864 I. 141 The term
‘monster’ is equally applicable to small abnormal things and to great. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. v. 194 The general opinion of
barristers condemns the sordid practice of hugging or caressing attorneys. 1826 Monthly Rev. 24 June 399|2 The fuel was ignited by
*will-fire, that is, fire obtained by friction. 1650 T. Fuller Pisgah-sight of Palestine iv. vi. 105 Their clothes were made large and
loose, easie to be put on, without any adoe. 1821 Shelley Adonais (cancelled) 19 His dark and *night-like eyes. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. i.
iv. (ed. 7) 12 Cancell the 2, and draw another line under the 2 severall Products. 1917 T. S. Eliot Prufrock & Other Observations 18 Among
the windings of the violins And the ariettes Of cracked cornets. 1888 J. Jastrow in Pop. Sci. Monthly XXXIII. 597 (title) *Eye-mindedness
and ear-mindedness. 1577 B. Googe tr. C. Heresbach Foure Bks. Husbandry i. f. 29v The roote of it is good for nothing. 1797 Coleridge
Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 226 A little sun, no bigger than your ee. 1595 Shakes. John v. ii. 70 King Iohn hath reconcil'd Him⁓selfe to Rome.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 71 Glanville describes a fine to be an accommodation of a‥suit. 1440 Promp. Parv. 454|1 Servyce, don for
dede menn and women, exequie. 1598 Stow Surv. 72 In the weeke before Easter had yee great shewes made for the fetching in of a *twisted
Tree, or With, as they termed it, out of the woodes into the kinges house, and the like into euery mans house of honor or worship. 1855 J.
B. Williams(title) Practical geodesy, comprising chain surveying and the use of surveying instruments. 1596 Spenser State Irel. (Globe)
622|2 The wrongfull distrayning of any mans goodes. agaynst the forme of the Common Lawe. 1966 N. Nicolson Diaries & Lett. H. Nicolson
1930–1939 258 He wrote the main policy-statement of the National Labour Party. 1896 J. Skelton Summers & Winters at Balmawhapple I. 160 In
spite of the Gude Book and a bit sang at times the house feels lonely. 1887 M. E. Braddon Like & Unlike iii, The Matron led the way,
lovely, smiling,‥svelte, and graceful. 2007 P. Ludlow & M. Wallace Second Life Herald vii. 101 In games like World of Warcraft and
EverQuest II, the loot that powerful monsters drop when they die can be quite valuable. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 262 They were well onward
on their way toward Gascoyn. 1901 R. H. Sherard Cry of Poor iii. 39 In my carnet de voyage I noted down against the name Cardiff the
words: ‘The Cockaigne of the West’. 1565 J. Sparke Sir J. Hawkins' 2nd Voy. in Hakluyt (1589) 535 [The alligator] plunged into the water,
making a streame like the way of a boate. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xxvi. 115 Uncle Toby‥got his wound before the gate of St. Nicolas, in
one of the traverses of the trench. 1893 Sir G. Chesney Lesters ii. xxi, ‘Now, Peter, behave yourself’; and again the threatening crop was
raised. 1741 Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 301, I read over the names of the United Society. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day (ed. 3) 320 St.
Bartholomew's Hospital‥has a service of 710 beds. 1862 Chamb. Encycl. III. 6|1 The milder forms of C[holera]‥termed by some‥British or
*Summer C[holera]. 1938 W. S. Maugham Summing Up 28 The sonorous periods and the baroque massiveness of Jacobean language. 1884 Knight
Dict. Mech. Suppl. 753|2 Rest, a support or a guide for stuff fed to a saw. 1810 Duke of Wellington Dispatches(1838) V. 515 The baggage of
the British army is always an embarrassment. 1887 C. Bowen in tr. Virgil in Eng. Verse Pref. 7 Hundreds of Virgil's lines are for most
of us familiar quotations. 1901 R. H. Sherard Cry of Poor iii. 39 In my carnet de voyage I noted down against the name Cardiff the words:
‘The Cockaigne of the West’. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16705 (Petyt MS.) Pers of Langtoft‥On frankis stile þis storie wrote. 1816
Shelley Mont Blanc 49 Some say that gleams of a remoter world Visit the soul in sleep,—that death is slumber. 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary
(1651) v. v. 89 They are good silly People; Souls that will Be cheated without trouble. 1881 G. T. Chesney Private Secret. II. xix. 148
Hilda shuddered as her father havered on. 1763 Smollett Trav. (1766) I. v. 67 The bourgeois of Boulogne have commonly‥a roast, with a
sallad, for supper. 1868 Swinburne Blake 63 He endured all the secret slights and wants‥with a most high patience. 1678 R. Cudworth True
Intellect. Syst. Universe i. v. 850 Leucippus and Democritus determined, that as well Noesis as Aisthesis, Mental Cogitation as External
Sensation, was Caused by certain Corporeal Idols, coming from Bodies without. 1842 T. Cross Edric v. vii. 98 Good time of day to William's
chosen chief. 1945 C. S. Lewis That Hideous Strength ix. 235 ‘That's a very good question,’ said MacPhee. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xxi. v.
VI. 558 Lee lodges in such and such a Hostelry; bring us his Red-Box for a thirty hours. 1732 Pope Ess. Man i. 112 His faithful dog shall
bear him company. 1863 Barnes Gloss. Dorset s.v. Haÿmeäken, On the following morning the‥cocks are thrown abroad in passels—parcels—which,
after being turned, are in the evening put up into large ridges—weäls. 1897 Daily News 15 Nov. 2/5 Two railway servants..were killed, one
a goods checker and the other a platelayer. 1933 Syracuse (N.Y.) Herald 22 Dec. 6/2 Harold bought the Sudanese head-piece for me..and
gloried a great deal in it because the French consul's wife wanted it, but someone had dickered too long before buying it for her. 1800 M.
Edgeworth Belinda (1832) I. iv. 72 Miss Honor O'Grady would be her friend upon the occasion. 1603 P. Holland tr. Plutarch Morals 717 You
would laugh and make a game of mee, as if I had overdunke my selfe, and taken one cup to many. 1919 R. H. Reece Night Bombing with
Bedouins 57 These calculations are all important to the long-distance night bomber. 1961 Lancet 27 Aug. 485|1 Narcotics had not been used
for fear of habit-formation. 1992 N.Y. Rev. Bks. 26 Mar. 49/1 Correct Islam is defined not so much by orthodoxy as by orthopraxy. 1837 M.
Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 229 Molasses‥is the syrup which remains after all the sugar has been crystallised from it. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs.
C.'s Lett. I. 208 The policeman's ‘rattle’ was a thing she actually had on her night-table. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop i, Night is kinder in
this respect than day. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. II. xli. 107 That the English might again repair to their respective Houses, and
trade on the old Foundation. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 23 Now hier now ther, now to now fro, Now up now down, this world goth so. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. v. i. 20 There was a‥conflict between them, but‥I am not able to deliver the manner of it. 1689 Evelyn Let. to Pepys 12
Aug., The roome where he us'd to eate and dine in publiq. 1789 Loiterer 14 Feb. 11 Sometimes they talk to me, and sometimes at me. 1898 G.
Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 70 The rosed and starred Revolving Twelves [i.e. hours of the days and nights]. 1959 Times Lit. Suppl. 13 Mar.
148|2 Certain analytic terms (which they profess to avoid) such as ‘acting-out’. 1850 Ann. Sci. Discovery 73 On the top of the structure
[sc. a lighthouse] is the *watch-room, and lantern, or light-room. 1968 Times 5 Oct. 20|7 [Orwell is] a macrosmatic writer tracking down
the stench of hypocrisy or the gangrene of intellectual treachery. 1816 in Sc. Nat. Dict. (1971) VIII. 3|2 'Twas *sacrament Sabbath and
much had been laid in. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Apr. 4|1 There was also a man in the look-out—at what was called the eyes of the ship. 1410 tr.
R. Higden Polychron. (St. John's Cambr.) (1879) VII. 111 A preost Edmond..seide in game, ‘Why chese ȝe nouȝt me myself?’ 1945 Ecol.
Monogr. XV. 343 (heading) Limnological conditions in ice-covered lakes, especially as related to winter-kill of fish. 1642 Fuller Holy &
Prof. St. iii. xxiii. 215 Some Fames are most difficult to trace home to their form. 1832 P. Egan's Bk. Sports No. 5. 66|2 Nature,
enriched by art, had rendered the late Mr. Emery a man not often to be met with in the walks of society. 1782 F. Burney Cecilia V. ix. v.
95 The weather being good on the morning that he called. 1834 C. A. Davis Lett. J. Downing, Major 47 ‘Here,’ say I, ‘Squire Biddle, I have
a small trifle I should like to dicker with you.’ 1665 T. Herbert Some Years Trav. (new ed.) 356 Persons of such ingenuity and so good a
purse as [etc.]. 1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 116 Tub, *sleep-dispeller, welcome! 1450 Brut (Galba) (1908) 439 God sent hem good hele and
welfare and Scomfiture of all her enemyes. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. ii. 217 Here fortitude can never cut a way Between the
Austrian muskets, out of thrall. 1840 E. Howard Jack Ashore III. ix, That kindly looking gentleman, that's blushing up to the eyes. 1663
W. Lucy Observ. Errours Hobbes Leviathan xxxv. 403 I answer, that bonification, as making good, is not onely taken for a forme, but an
efficient Cause. 1960 Guardian 16 Nov. 7|3 David Bean, the ideas man, has specialized in exposing traps laid for consumers. 1610 Shakes.
Temp. iii. iii. 15 Now they are oppress'd with trauaile, they‥cannot vse such vigilance As when they are fresh. 1792 M. Riddell Voy.
Madeira 87 A variety of the capsicum or red pepper bushes are found here. 1400 Mandeville's Trav. (1839) vi. 64 Thei han often tyme werre
with the Soudan. 1947 Daily Tel. 19 Apr. 4/2 Its virtual disappearance yesterday..is probably the only answer to the fear of its use as a
war-base once more. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 717 Suffocative ‘*night-terrors’ often occur. 1897 Daily News 18 Mar. 8|7 They found
that the beer had ‘more style,’ as it was called, when there was a certain admixture of foreign barley. 1929 Daily Express 12 Jan. 3|5 New
comedy acts are needed most. These, if found, will be helped to find better material and to buy attractive costumes. 2003 New! 3 Nov. 82/1
I do like downing a Kir Royale—champagne with a splash of the blackcurrant liqueur Cassis—it's lovely at the start of a good night out.
1872 Calverley Fly Leaves (1881) 21 But I shrink from thee Arab! Thou eat'st eel-pie. 1891 C. Lombroso Man of Genius iii. 209 This variety
forms the link between madmen of genius, the sane, and the insane properly so called. These are what I call semi-insane persons or
mattoids. 1400 Morte Arth. 516, 621. 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ii. 1562 Þar wiþe hir ost scho coyme of weyre. 1525 in J. Stuart Extracts Council
Reg. Aberdeen (1844) I. 113 The lordis and men of gud in the cuntra bout thaim. 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 337 In the 20th of her
age, forsaking ye world she desired nothing more, then to dedicate herselfe to God, in a Religious estate. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. & Ab.
Physic 71 She had been in the black Box (meaning the Coffin) e're now. 1835 Willis Pencillings I. xxv. 175 A plain German city, with
little or no pretensions to style. 1833 J. Kennedy Geordie Chalmers iii. 33 Quo' I, stoppin' him short, an' takin' a better deek o' his
gib. 1843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 258|1 A song or sonnet on an upholsterer's *shop card. 1812–6 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 129
The time of one vibration of the pendulum in seconds. 1600 Shakes. Sonn. lvii. 4, I haue no precious time at al to spend, Nor seruices to
doe til you require. 1699 Poor Man's Plea 5 Continued good Weather‥gave the Corn‥time to knit and kearn, as they call it. 1175 Cott. Hom.
225 Þine þreo sunes‥and hare þreo wif. 1847 W. C. L. Martin The Ox 152|1 Six drachmas of Barbadoes aloes, six ounces of Epsom salts. 1964
J. Gould & W. L. Kolb Dict. Social Sci. 533/1 Complexities arise from many sources. For example, the existence of stocks of goods which
might have to be reduced in some amount before additional resources were guided to the favoured good were ignored. 1867 Broadside Ballad
in Farmer & Henley Slang (1896) IV. 76|2 Not for Joe.‥Not for Joseph, if he knows it. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life xi. i. 398 The clergy of
their respective communions. 825 Vesp. Psalter xliv. 17 Rehtwis dryhten in allum weᴁum his. 1878 Huxley Physiography 5 As a rule, hail
falls in summer. 1829 S. T. Bloomfield in tr. Thucydides History II. iii. cviii. 184 For λοχωδς (which is a vox nihili) read from our
author λοχµωδς. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. vii. 69 These lords were closely knit by marriage. 2003 Guardian(Nexis) 19 June (Science section) 6
Just one little Goldilocks planet orbiting a run-of-the-mill star in a not-very-special galaxy. 1952 Mind LXI. 239 As society discovers‥that judgments imputing responsibility‥are never justified, the word-form ‘responsibility’ comes to change its meaning. 1620 Venner
Via Recta vi. 103 One pound of Cinnamon grossely beaten. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 100 So garden with orchard and hopyard‥That want the
like benefit, growe out of kinde. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 983 The Commons or Community also chose Twelve Persons to represent them.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlii, She had gained a little wooden bridge, which‥led into a meadow in her way. 1899 Western Champion (Barcaldine, Austral.) 21 Feb. 3|1 ‘Can you do a drink,’ asked one out-of-work of another in like predicament. 1532 ― Confut. Tindale Wks. 537|1
Though he put in for shame repentaunce thereunto, with Iffes. 1958 Listener 25 Sept. 463|2 Long experience of the effect of gramophone
record sales and broadcasts provides pretty convincing evidence that they have strengthened rather than sapped the general interest of the
public in attending live performances. 1884 Manch. Exam. 12 May 4|7 Our contemporaries must not be offended if we decline to take them
quite at their word. 1993 Canad. Geographic Sept. 13/1 Petrichor comes from atmospheric haze, which contains the terpenes, creosotes and
other volatile compounds that emanate from plants. 1946 K. Tennant Lost Haven (1947) vi. 89 We're doing pretty good. 1450 Bk. Vices &
Virtues (Huntington) (1942) 18 Hym þynkeþ not ynow to despise in his herte oþere þat han not þe graces þat he weneþ haue, but makeþ his
game and scorneþ. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 99 A companie of above thirtie the most eminent among them [Lawyers]. 1781 Cowper
Retirem. 536 Then, all the world of waters sleeps again. 1644 Evelyn Diary (1827) I. 177 In a little obscure place cancelled in with yron
worke. 1900 Harper's Mag. May 838/2 Not a butterfly, but a poor singed moth, tumbled from the gas-globe. 1420 Anturs of Arth. xli, He
foundes into the freke with a fresche fare. 1957 Sun (Baltimore) 21 Jan. b1|6 (heading) Rites at White House performed before 80. Press is
barred from ceremony in East Room. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 257 Important banks, each possessing numerous branches. 1858 Glenny Gard.
Every-day Bk. 120|1 Nemophila, Coreopsis, and other free-growing things. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 88 The licenciousnesse of theyr
songes‥is hurtfull to discipline and good manners. 1611 Cotgr., Procedure, a procedure; a course, or proceeding. 1951 E. Graham My Window
looks down East vii. 59 She had a real hankerin' for red-flannel hash. 1874 Knight Dict. Mech., *Eye-cup, a cup for washing the eye⁓ball.
1886 Ruskin Præterita II. vi. 193, I never travelled in bad weather unless surprised by it. 1432–50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 359 Some of
theim causenge redde swyne thro wycchecrafte [etc.]. 1876 Harper's Mag. Aug. 369|2 The golden blonde hair, the natural color showing
through a thin rime of powder, rose..above the low white forehead. 1762 Kames Elem. Crit. xxiv. (1774) 448 In a cold country, the capital
object should be a winter-garden, open to the sun, sheltered from wind, dry under foot, and having the appearance of summer by variety of

a book of fragments

Noticing to
confess the days,
rapids were I,
before a glance
forwards and wearisome,
silenced by
language,

here to leave the music
wept across the body,
the wall before it and all
I cannot tell you
must reverberate
through sense,
on eyes window,
imagining and vanishes
with voices for a circle,
windows of grass
in a whispering
at little green
as if
it would
to brightness reach,
and the actual
perceiving
is resolved
to the centre,
here
any moment
remember
and
perish.

I summoned
up the balcony,
mingled with
cloth off
the love
of so far
as dragged down
could scarcely close
my gaze from each other,
were we to this fonder,
any minutes together
and outside looked
steadily
for needed
none,
and
against
the hand
simply to escape
the warmth
from questions
put to the sweet ring
once descended
still remains
where anything
and by it
disappears,

many questions
conclusions reached
before you might
suppose
them.

in a pile of time
ever streams away
you would lightly recall,
words bewitch eyes,
a sweet disorder
in with delight,
and spake, the bodies
of blood,
in a great
fig-tree growing,

in this river
to be dying,
the voice indeed
is a way to reach it,

so hand, so,
there upon
the heavens touch
kinds of fire written,
and hears the sound
of Sirens' voice
never ceased,

but
that asked
how this river
to the truth
was dream, hold had to
much-sorrowing and sheer,
as fascinated tale
with loud voice,
by no greater
than when art
is too precise,
subtlety doesn't want
but the hearth,
the heavens
touch the common
into a great heap
of yet more
bonds,
it haste away
if they will
then let think
necks long
and circumspect.
safe
and warm,

as safe
in a little space
the sensations
of dreams,
a patch
of sleep,

those names
now my only wish,
making significance
of course,
I enter
into obscurity,
loved the likeness
of mineral and substance,
here a day from little
rushing flight
through moths fluttering
among all apart
in what new delights
there were,
a degree
of Earth rise on
and
silver brocade
embroidered,
the music
of its trees,
set in this
that ghost of little
rushing flight,
a crown
of innocence,
almost,
which is life,
yet lifted
to disappear
for naught,
and walked blindly
into forgetfulness
of everything,

thus my sweet thoughts
with distant unseeing eyes,
these haunted bones,
bodies giving expression
to our eternities
turned obscurity,
turned to ash
and the sweetness
of closing hand
on hand,
our shadows broken
on the little in-betweens,
surface of soft steps also are
turned to meaningless,
on of sky pale with stars
left to gardens
and limestone labyrinth,
times more sorry to no alteration
in this out to blessed
nothingness.
the soul
and avoiding
these either
for it,

(that we become bad
by dreams)
rigorous observance
of that space
held unnecessary,
added to any
meanings,
striking one hand
on the cradle
being,

a similar anguish
retreating and torturing
hours into slender
yet ever dreamed,
the only thing
that added to us
though the end
of its purpose
be several,

grasp it were
mixed with two,
of heaven by the hair
and upward from supposing,
made by a great difference
and oblivious
to the smoothness
of hands,

quitting reasonings by looking
at which creates movement,

there must know
enemies in pictures,
but not find the more quickly
it stone gate-posts against
which are like insistent voices,

carve the marble
suspended in down to cold,
so fall leaves, grain,
dried little voice
talked wisdom
in a good deal larger,
moulded in a material such joy,
I see the ground and deadened
in that it is
when a revival of it,
down to broken
our bodies by breath,
ancient stone,

down and wept
at what might comprised
in a day, that star,
on and claimed
golden moments went by,
the earth, terrifying those of blood
as hard sky overhead,
from the clock strikes
steel is to touch anything,
clock strikes touching,

I had forgotten
the prospect of a day,
it spreads itself
strong wine
unmixed,
with the greater
flood slowly advancing
towards and do we talked,
that even one body as a touch
we must be torn asunder,
but leave me
to sort that
in stone.
in
the loveliest
of harm's way
is with fear
shrieked aloud
that the soul is mirth,
madness made altogether,
a lone chimney in ashes,
often chatted with
and learned
of cloud-shapes,
as if
there seemed
to spend years
of its soul,
struck the wind
itself,

in doors all sides
as sowing the seed
of eulogies part,
lines, surfaces,
solids,

even then
conducted into
a thousand sweet, soft,
round of the work
which blood sinks inwards
to strength, it is home,
the happiest of change,

travelers alongst curled waves
of some deep haue asleep,
enticed to lie within
and assured truth.
disposing
so as puzzled,
choosings
make immoveable
of inertia,
no more
inferring
obligation,
disintegrated,
the floor
of such smooth
way,

a half
and trying
could not cause
the vastness,
darkness, remoteness,
antiquity to a few words
into its desert,

as I fumbled in nevertheless
though the nature of obscure to be,
another to-morrow of life undying,
that which is everywhere,
to contain nothing
that relative thoughts
and other similar ways
try to the soul,
delighteth to slender
and secret bloomed,
withal taketh notice,
shining careful
threads,
inherence
of pleasures
and profane histories
assure clearly enough
described by to-morrow,
of open sky
like this,
cruel mysteryes then,
it hath seen them,
bare feet, soft,
thudding.

in
that
the result
of waking
and warily
contrive
so desires would
be more than
motionless,
this is cast on
from each minute
a cobweb heavy
to the anger
there,
without body
and anchored night
before the best pale,
it either leaves
nor do anything in sleep,
silently watching
the little garden,
a scene met
of the time hastily
to stand shocked edicts
bravely, imagination
aspired of perils
there ground,

not from any bent
shapes the streaming air
pours by the fellow,
would not for one scar
your body responds,

gave to silence that sway in joy,
came pouring in the prospect
that is knowable,
sensation is heart,
were the world placed
against the rickety doors,
ribs and beating.
breath,

here in the rustling
noise and writhen trees,
I am, I should farthest horizon,
fell upon a hidden altar-stone,
each other, secret that in roofes
with great crests crowded the sky
above the faith of birds,
and all you,
a life is mistress
of worship,

scrambling out again,
these are city melts like ice,
white pillars gloom
and lovely things,
with coal we may unhinge
the sea, and earth,
silence after sleep
has been forced itself
upon that labyrinth,
colossal spiral incline
that we meet
each for a plunge
as a flood changes
the depths,
yet another snowfall
erase the wisest reason
and secretly plumbing
the current,
thoughts forced
through muddy
roads to breathe,
yet the whisper
which be alone,

life is already in the flame
of those who feed the withered leaves,
and though I should have to be
a narrow entrance
between the anger
which makes the blossom's
fragrant breath,
for heaven is
that labyrinth,
the gift
of the curved walls
in jagged ruins
and new life.
every
little one,

grain
of that are weary eye
can not sleep
into something
and high over you
little one,
journeying
will have whirled
with their ends
to loneliness cast
but with so buoyant
brandishes,

now
must I have
no spirit dares
rove waded through
the gist of two bodies,

one might delve more than rest
or some lovely bottomless lake,
and here the small
clouds of the middle
of the waters
of it.
mounted
upon the sky
with
to drive a stake
in stars,

night-swift cuts
she the clouds full fast

whispers cold a stream
of fiery threads dangled,
on moonlit end
of shone,
hands pale
beautiful
before windows
without breaking
in their payns
and
scattering
all directions,

displeased in delight,
being as with
whole grace,
you displace it
with your little finger
slanting against
evergreens. 1440 Promp. Parv. 89 Communyone sacrament, communio. 1865 T. Lewis State Rights 15 Athens was charged with ambition; she was
the inwind.
said to be aiming at imperium and consolidation. 1676 Wood Jrnl.
Acc. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694) 156 Courses per Traverse; true Course

Protracted, with all impediments allowed, is North 43 d. 1752 Young Brothers ii. i, Those whom I swore, before they parted hence, In
dreadful sacraments of wine and blood, To bring back such reports, as shou'd destroy him. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 36 The great actors,
who came down starring‥from London. 1894 A. Giry Manuel de Diplomatique 528 Le texte et le protocole réunis forment la teneur de l'acte.]
1952 A. L. Rowse Diary 19 Oct. (2003) 155 When we arrived at the hall, we were greeted by La Trestonne, with empressement, when introduced
to Lady Cynthia and Miss Bowen. 1393 Langl. P. Pl. C. v. 174 Let be al ȝoure ianglyng. 1827 D. Johnson Ind. Field Sports 208 He made a
stand at one of them, and appeared to deposit something. 1653 Hane Jrnl. (1906) 1 By the Lord's providence who disposeth of all the wayes
and actions of man. 1970 Church Times 6 Feb. 1|5 A proposal to administer the diocese of Oxford as four separate areas each the full
responsibility of a bishop is made in a report by a working party‥. The area bishops would each be assisted by an archdeacon. 1400 Cursor
Mundi (Vesp.) l. 4790 Þar of es god we ta consail. 1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 32 As far as he is himself concerned the capitalist
takes‥a more interesting aspect. 1386 Chaucer Prol. 590 His top was dokked lyk a preest biforn. 1932 Ecology XIII. 118 A single pair of
terms, society and socies (developmental), has been quite generally applied to subordinate assemblages within associes and associations.
1488–9 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 59 Sir, I wold advise your mastership cause William Scargell to take good regard to himselfe & not to use
his old walkes; for & he doe, he wylbe taken. 1557 T. Tusser Hundreth Good Pointes Husbandrie sig. B.i Or winter doe come, while the
weather is good: for gutting thy grounde, get the home with thy wood. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. II. 76 A thin surface has been carried away
from the whole bas-relief. 1300 Beket 121 So gret wille him com to To wende eft to the holi lond, that he nuste what do. 1879 B. Taylor
Stud. Germ. Lit. 262 His design is evidently greater than his power of execution. 1843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 258|1 A song or
sonnet on an upholsterer's *shop card. 1800 Monthly Mag. 9 418/2 On looking at the last game-lists for that country, I find Mr. John
Martin, of Worplesdon, who, I suppose, is my friend's grandson. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 38 Strong Sampson and wise Solomon are
witnesses, that the strong men are slaine by this weaker sexe. 1980 A. Tyler Morgan's Passing 281 Uncle Owen was such an embarrassment,
they sent him off to America. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 264 Being with one of the king's frigates in the Baltic. 1537 Starkey Let.
in England p. xlvii, The wych you perauenture wyl impute to thys defectyon from Rome. 1959 Daily Tel. 27 June 1|7 He now expected the
crowd to reach 35,000 and gate receipts £178,500. 1869 M. A. Barker Station Life N. Zealand xvii. (1874) 126 One of the new chums, who was
not supposed to be in good form for a long walk. 1596 Merch. V. i. i. 147 If you please To shoote another arrow that selfe way. 1891 Amer.
Geologist 9 271 The glacial waters ran away from the whole margin of the ice with measurable precipitancy. 1275 Laȝamon Brut (Calig.)
(1963) l. 3496 Æuer wes þe king glad, & æuere he gomen [c1300 Otho game] luueden. 1977 R. Ludlum Chancellor Manuscript vi. 78 They don't
want you giving those interviews or going on talk shows. 1590 Tarlton's News Purgat. (1844) 82 Whereupon they grewe to woords, and from
woords to blowes. 1653 Walton Angler xii. 223 Gentles‥is a good bait‥being lively and tuffe. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 393 The
Tide and Ebbe coming sooner or later. 1952 R. Ellison Invisible Man xiii. 221 We need a good speaker... Someone who can articulate the
grievances of the people. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 299 He fonde seven children i-leyde bysides a pond, þat a strompat hadde i-bore
at oon burþen. 1884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim. 617 The ‘Shiner’, ‘Red-fin’ or ‘Red Dace’ abounds in all streams from New England to
Kansas and Alabama. 1904 Daily Chron. 3 May 8|2 A new‥crêpe that is being shown‥is striped with its own material, and the stripe has a
knot a frequent intervals which‥makes, as it were, a self⁓trimming. 1665 J. Crowne Pandion & Amphigenia i. 69 His starry eyes..rowled to
and fro in that Garden of Beauties, as if he, Zeuxis like, pickt out here and there a heavenly feature, to compose a Posie and mixture of
all excellencies and perfections. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Amor, Componere amores‥To make *loue balades. 1852 Carlyle Misc. Ess., The
Opera VII. 127 A born nigger with mere appetite for pumpkin. 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1 Aprochen gan the fatel destyne. 1836 J. Gilbert
Chr. Atonem. v. (1852) 136 In well constituted policies provision is always made for the exercise of clemency. 1951 S. Ullmann Princ.
Semantics 48 The highly systematised rules governing the number and nature of initial clusters permissible in any given language (cf. the
treatment of initial ps- in ‘psychology, pseudo-’) are among the direct phonemic criteria evolved to this end. 1200 Moral Ode 246 in Old
Eng. Hom. I. 175 Þa þe ledden here lif in werre and in winne. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Pref. p. xiv, My native modesty is such, that I
have always been shy of assuming the honourable style of Professor. 1532 Privy Purse Expenses Hen. VIII (1827) 186 Item..paied to Rogers
for xv games the whiche the kinges grace loste to him at tenes at xls. a game, xxx li. 1617 F. Moryson Itinerary ii. 66 [He] made a very
good stand. 1931 A. Huxley Music at Night 226 Most professional intellectuals will approve of culture-snobbery (even while intensely
disliking most individual culture-snobs). 1676 in E. D. Neill Virginia Carolorum (1886) 361 For haveing upon specious preferences of
publique works raised great unjust taxes [etc.]. 1350 Sayings St. Bernard (Harl. 2253) in F. J. Furnivall Minor Poems Vernon MS (1901) ii.
514 Ȝef thou nymest wel god keep, Ne fyndest þou non so fyl dung-heep, Ant þou loke a-boute. 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 35 Aȝens þis
eresie shulde trewe preestis crye fast. 1753 Richardson Grandison I. ii. 5 And tho' he finds a way, by his sister‥to let Miss Byron know
his passion. 1624 F. Quarles Iob Militant xviii. 30 Know'st thou the cause of Snow, or Haile, which are My fierce Artill'ry, in my time of
warre? 1884 F. J. Britten Watch & Clockm. 224 *Five minute repeaters give after the hour the number of five minutes past it. 1789 Walker's
Hibernian Mag. Apr. 178/2 The Irishman spoke good Spanish, and had no income. 1700 J. Dryden Chaucer's Palamon & Arcite iii, in Fables 63
He seldom does a Good with good Intent. 1967 Listener 16 Feb. 229|2, I unearthed a two-wheeled hay-wagon, locally known as a gambo. 1965
G. J. Williams Econ. Geol. N.Z. viii. 119|1 Increase in the price of gold resulted in renewed activity in 1935 and a certain amount of
prospecting and development ensued for over a decade, though apparently only one parcel of 400 tons was treated. 1682 Peden Lord's Trumpet
(1739) 7 O‥*World-monger that thou art, hath not Christ answered thee in that 6th of Matthew 33 Verse? 1829 R. C. Sands Writings (1834)
II. 163 Her girdle was fastened in front with a massive shining clasp of Berlin ware. 1962 Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 20|6 The Ranger's ‘eyes’, or
light-sensitive diodes, were to‥keep the space-craft on course. 1617 Middleton Witch i. i, Banqueting stuff, as suckets, jellies, sirups.
1959 A. P. Thornton Imperial Idea & its Enemies ii. 53 Where in such a scheme could be fitted in the propugnacula of Empire, stations such
as Hong Kong, Gibraltar, and Malta? 1962 K. Orvis Damned & Destroyed iv. 30 The pianos segued smoothly into Latin rhythms. 1969 N.Y. Times
17 Sept. 21|1 The activation of‥*Friends of the Earth, a nonprofit membership organization, was announced by Mr. Brower. 1569 R. Grafton
Chron. II. 128 If any were perished by keping, then the Abbot to make them good. 1738 Wesley Hymn, ‘Attend while God's Eternal Son’ v, Far
from‥Sin, and Earth, and Hell, In the new World thy Grace hath made, May I for ever dwell! 1481 Myrrour i. v. 26 The moneye hath so
surprysed them that they may extende to none other thinge. 1851 E. Sharpe Seven Periods Archit. 13 Ornaments of different kinds,—such as
the billet, the saw⁓tooth, the star, and the chevron. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes ii. iv. 47 He forgot his Table, till *eye-checkt to his
duty. 1462 Paston Lett. II. 83 Suche extorsyon‥as hathe be do by suche as hathe had the rewyll. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 84 Few
of us could return‥to‥a roll and treacle. 1626 J. Smith Accidence Young Sea-men 16 Sheeps feet is..a guie in staying the tackles when they
are charged with goods. 1300 Cursor M. 1730 (Cott.) Þe folk to preche for-gate he noght. 1797 W. Huntington Living Testimonies II. lxix.
367 These last letters of yours have again revived my hope..; though I thought, in reading them, that their contents were too good to be
true of me. 1927 M. de la Roche Jalna ix. 103 Pushing his plate of *cinnamon toast to one side, he jotted them down on the back of an
envelope. 1797 Godwin Enquirer i. vii. 59 Public education is best for‥a‥healthful mind. 1888 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464|2
Regular twills of from four to eight leaves are woven in the same manner. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. xvii. vii. 40 b, Untoo the
seconde time, in which (yf God give me grace) shalbe described [etc.]. 1823 ‘Jon Bee’ Dict. Turf, Walk (in cocking)—the ground for keeping
them. 1968 Oxf. Bk. Insects 122|1 There are ten British Winter Gnats, which belong to the family Trichoceridae and look like small
crane-flies. They get their English name from their way of ‘dancing’ in large swarms on winter afternoons. 1821 Shelley Adonais v. 8
Others more sublime..Have sunk, extinct in their refulgent prime. 1607 B. Barnes Divils Charter iii. v. sig. F2, What Mandragon or saluage
Ascapart..Art thou that fightest with thy fathers soule. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 103 Friends agree best at a distance. By Friends here is
meant Relations. 1530 Palsgr. 645|1, I have notted my heed nowe that sommer is come. 1579 Hake Newes out of Powles (1872) G ij, Entending‥to‥seuer places by themselues, with styles and parting stakes. 1513 W. Dunbar Ballat Abbot of Tungland in Poems (1998) I. 57 Me thocht
seir fassonis he assailȝeit To mak the quintessance and failȝeit. 1567 Gude & Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 4 Go zour way into all the warld, and
preiche the Euangell. 1786 T. Jefferson Let. 26 Jan. in Papers(1954) IX. 226, I have been obliged..to a nugatory interference, merely to
prevent the affairs of the United States from standing still. 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archæol. Soc.) II. 37 He made his waies with
Colonell Monke, Governor of Dundalke, for the Parliament, and bought of him worth £1500 of amunition. 1972 S. Tugwell Did you receive
Spirit? xi. 98 It is painful,‥and at times comic, to read the Fathers of Trent arguing about the sacrament of the sick. 1600 Shakes.
A.Y.L. i. ii. 221 You meane to mocke me after: you should not haue mockt me before: but come your waies. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii.
§7 (1686) 118 He onely lived according to Nature, the other by pride and ill customs, and measures taken by other mens eyes and tongues.
1973 Guardian 18 May 1 6 Motorway schemes‥often wipe out considerable numbers of reasonable homes in accessible areas. 1579 Gosson Sch. of
Abuse 68 Players action doeth answere to their partes. 1885 Edinb. Rev. Apr. 550 She even asks, with a little unnecessary jactance, ‘Don't
you imagine [etc.]’. 1684 Bunyan Pilg. ii. 77 As if one was awake. 1923 C. Fox Archaeol. Cambr. Region i. 4 Both the leaf-shaped and the
tanged types [of arrowhead] commonly occur in the district. 1877 Knight Dict. Mech., Bent, one section of the frame of a building, which
is put together on the ground‥and then raised. 1966 Guardian 16 Dec. 4/7 The familiar figure of Mrs Anne Kerr, Labour MP..dressed all in
white like the Good Fairy. 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archæol. Soc.) II. 26 Wee‥will in open fielde fight with as many of those our
disparagers as longe as any of us will surveywe. 1908 Encycl. Relig. & Ethics I. 66|2 Individuals are born different by variation; they
become different during their lives by modification. 1687 Assur. Abb. Lands 31 Also Modus of Tithes was another Infringement of the
Canons. 1961 Time (Atlantic ed.) 24 Feb. 12|2 The Saturn has been static-tested, but will not be operational until 1965. 1673 Lady's
Calling Pref. 1 To rescue the whole sex‥from the community of the blame. 1596 Spenser F.Q. iv. x. 56 All looking on, and like astonisht
staring. 1921 Collier's 19 Mar. 5/1 At the time when she first asserted herself as an element to be locally reckoned with, Mayme McCartney
was a bad little good girl. 1905 School Rev. 13 80 The study of realia may be limited to what is suggested by the literary text. 1888 Bell
Later Age of Stone 19 The second is a solid tool with a self-handle and is well able to make holes in wood. 1946 H. & B. S. Jeffreys
Methods of Math. Physics xvii. 472 Through any saddle-point it will be possible to draw at least two curves such that  is constant along
them. 1943 Sun (Baltimore) 22 Apr. 18|1 A decidedly sour taste was left by the opening number. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Jan. 5|2 The clockwork
apparatus, timed to run for two hours. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 71 The Welsh Charr is the Torgoch or Red-belly of Wales. 1674 T.
Thorowthistle Sober Refl. 5 'Tis you will be the stupor mundi, and swell our Almanacks with strange Prognosticks. 1530 Palsgr. 207|1
Common welthe, bien publique. 1604 Shakes. Oth. i. iii. 189 God be with you [Qq. God bu'y]: I haue done. 1971 L. Lamb Worse than Death
vii. 64 They had finished doing the bars, and‥were having a cup of tea in the Public. 1948 G. Vidal City & Pillar ii. 35 ‘I'm on my way,’
said Jim. 1878 G. Smith Life J. Wilson(1879) xvii. 308 Preceptors of religion unless they purify themselves, cannot expect success to
attend their labours. 1676 G. Etherege Man of Mode iv. ii. 72, Sir Fop..I have..a weak voice, And care not to sing out of a ruél. Dor. A
ruél is a pretty Cage for a singing Fop indeed. 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 76 He fest me to his frenschippe, so frendly he fared. 1970 D.
Clark Deadly Pattern vi. 145 One or two of the girls were married almost before they could get out of their gym knickers. 1915 Chambers's
Jrnl. Apr. 269|2 The night-sight does not interfere with the ordinary front-sight for daylight shooting. 1971 R. S. Fitter Finding Wild
Flowers 242 Other attractive spring flowers frequent in oakwoods are Bugle, Ground Ivy, Wood Goldilocks, Wood Spurge, Common Dog Violet
and Yellow Archangel. 1850 T. Carlyle Latter-day Pamphlets i. 56 Unhewed forests, quaking bogs;—which we shall have our own ados to make
arable and habitable. 1611 Cotgr., Reigleure,‥a proceeding by rule and line. 1862 Trollope Rachel Ray I. iii. 41 Going into Parliament‥just as they pleased, like the modern heroes of the bitter cask. 1967 K. M. Smith Insect Virol. ix. 165 Pupae were surface-sterilized in
70% ethanol for 5 minutes. 1945 C. Bax Vintage Verse iii. 95 This faultless word-artist [sc. Milton]‥was buried in St. Giles's, Cripplegate. 1546 J. Heywood Dialogue Prouerbes Eng. Tongue i. xi. sig. Eiiv Evill gotten good neuer proueth well. 1849 A. Pellatt Curios. Glass
Making 90 The mode of reckoning the piece-work of Glass-makers is peculiar. The ‘move’, as it is technically called, is a nominal period
of six hours; and the payment is proportionate to the number of articles supposed, by fair exertion, capable of being made in that time by
a set of ordinary workmen. 1697 T. D'Urfey Intrigues at Versailles iii. ii. 36 Come, Madam, how shall we divert this Afternoon, are you
for the Opera or Gardens. 1794 T. Davis Agric. Wilts. 112 The lowest size of a Wiltshire down farm, that can be managed to advantage, is a
good *six horse business. 1542 Boorde Dyetary ix. (1870) 251 Two meales a daye is suffycyent for a *rest man; and a labourer maye eate
thre tymes a day. 1917 R. Rooper in V. Gollancz Making of Women iii. 91 Weary of such profitless skiamachy, suffragists have..fallen upon
the physical force argument. 1919 Athenæum 18 July 632 2 A soldier refers to the shell that kills him as ‘having his name and number on
it’. 1812 Let. 2 June in Daily News (1898) 22 Jan. 6|1, I hope you don't make yourself unhappy about her. She is really an icicle. 1388
Wyclif Gen. ii. 22 The Lord God bildide the rib‥in to a womman. 1523 Ld. Berners tr. J. Froissart Cronycles I. clxxvi. 213 The capitayne
loued well the game of the chesse. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Emperor, He receives a Kind of Tribute from all the Princes and States of the
Empire, call'd the Roman Month. 1918 Bull. Pharmacy Nov. 41/2 (advt.) Write for full description—see how these cases are built, how they
keep good cigars good. 1586 Sir P. Sidney Apol. Poetrie (1595) sig. G3 If Oratio, next to Ratio, Speech next to Reason, bee the greatest
gyft bestowed vpon mortalitie. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 222 b, Committyng the lyfes‥whole to the dukes discrecion and ordinaunce. 1623 H.
Cockeram Eng. Dict. i, Vrbane, ciuill, courteous. 1751 S. Johnson Rambler No. 159. ⁋6 Diffidence..compensates its embarrassments by more
important advantages. 1591 Shakes. Two Gent. iii. i. 382 Thy Master staies for thee at the North gate. 1899 S. R. Crockett Kit Kennedy 31
‘But, Lilias, you are well dressed, and prosperous-looking,’ said the man. 1490 Adam Bel & Clym of Clough 429 in Ritson Anc. Pop. P. 21
Then went they to supper, Wyth such meat as they had, And thanked god of ther fortune. 1975 Economist 22 Feb. 27|1 The loyalists‥fear it
could be the first step towards *community policing in the light of Sinn Fein‥opposition to the Royal Ulster Constabulary. 1936 A. Huxley
Eyeless in Gaza vii. 85 One has made a habit of not feeling anything very strongly; it's easy, therefore, to take the God's-eye view of
things. 1883 J. Gilmour Among Mongols xxiii. 280 A Mongol..asked in an earnest whisper if I had any medicine good for wounds. 1819 W.
Parnell Maurice & Berghetta 141 Berrett's work has always supported us, and will keep your house, for she makes lace, and spins admirably,
and sleeps little; so that this will be all to the good. 1837 Disraeli Venetia i. xviii, What mourner has not felt the magic of time? 1900
Harper's Mag. May 838/2 Not a butterfly, but a poor singed moth, tumbled from the gas-globe. 1724 W. Philips Belisarius v. 47 Extol His
Fame, and dwell pathetic on his Wrongs. 1889 Centennial Mag. II. iii. 218 It related how ‘a medical student came up to the Shop’ as a
freshman, and ‘thought through exams. he would speedily pop’. 1718 S. Sewall Diary 19 Jan. (1882) III. 161 Great Rain, and very Slippery:
was fain to wear Frosts. 1966 P. Moloney Plea for Mersey 50 And into the Bingo hall I flew. Eyes down—click click—the game is on. 1745 in
Ritson Scot. Songs (1794) II. 84 (Jam.) Hey, Johny Coup, are ye waking yet? 1890 ‘Berkeley’ Bézique & Cribbage (1891) 30 A cribbage
board..has..sixty holes and two game-holes. 1873 Mrs. Oliphant Innocent III. 310 You are‥silly, pig-headed, unreasonable, and more fond of
your own way than of anything else in the world. 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 93 A wand of colour reid and greyne. 1637 Milton Lycidas 5, I com
to pluck your Berries harsh and crude, And with forc'd fingers rude Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year. 1962 Spectator 28 Dec.
999|3 Most professionals [on the Paris Stock Exchange] are talking their market lower. 1275 Doomsday(Calig.) in C. Brown Eng. Lyrics 13th
Cent.(1932) 45 Þe wile þat we mihte, so litte we hire sende; Þat makede þe cwed, so fule he us blende. 1450 Merlin xiv. 227 Her flessh
whitter than snowe, and was not to fatte ne to sklender. 1398 J. Trevisa tr. Bartholomaeus Anglicus De Proprietatibus Rerum (BL Add.
27944) (1975) I. v. i. 168 A membre þat is in good hele. 1635 Quarles Embl. iii. vi. 146 Her frownes‥may chance to show An angry
love-trick [read -tick] on his arme, or so. 1649 Milton Eikon. 14 A private conscience sorts not with a public Calling: but declares that
Person rather meant by nature for a private fortune. 1718 M. Prior Poems Several Occasions(new ed.) Postscript to Pref. The blooming
Hopes..[of] my then very Young Patron have been confirmed by most Noble First-Fruits. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 5 Guiding their
Monster-masters to a prey. 1585 J. Blagrave Math. Iewel Table of Contents sig. ¶iv Of the Cosmicall, Elicall, and Acronicall, rising and
setting of the starres. 1880 Times 9 Feb. 11|6 [In] St. Petersburg‥all‥vehicles which carry lamps‥are compelled to light their lamps
simultaneously with the lighting of the street lamps. Should the coachman fail to comply with this regulation, the police draw up a
‘protocol’ of the case, which is handed to a justice of the peace. 1340 Ayenbite (1866) 6 (MED) Ine guode skele me may zuerie wyþ-oute
zenne. 1538 Starkey England i. iv. 127 Frerys whome you wold juge to be borne in the habyte, they are so lytyl and yong. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. xx, ‘It will be hard’ they say ‘to find Another service such as this’. 2009 Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. 139 376 If we assign Asylia
67 to 206/5, then we must move not only Agelaos's second stratêgia to that date but also the hipparchy of Polemarchos. 1325 Southern
Passion (Pepys 2344) (1927) l. 27 Mony men oure lord ȝaf goed. 1955 S. Spender Coll. Poems 1928–53 ix. 173 Its vermilion seems A Red
Admiral's wing, with veins Of lichen and rust, an underwing Of *winter-left leaves. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 144 They are all‥dependent on the will of the magistrate. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp. xlviii. (1865) VI. 94 The senators fell upon the wretched man and stabbed him
to death with their styles. 1529 Skelton Prayer to Father of Heaven, O radiant Luminary of lyght intermynable, Celestial Father. 1405 G.
Chaucer Sir Thopas (Hengwrt) (2003) l. 128 Hys murye men comanded he To make hym bothe game and glee. 1615 G. Sandys Relation of Journey
ii. 140 The chiefe of them [sc. the Arabs]: who vpon the paiment of a certaine taxe, secured both goods and passengers. 1796 Martyn Lang.
Bot. (ed. 2), Zigzag, used by some English writers for Flexuose. 1609 Dekker Guls Horne-bk. vi. 30 If you can (either for loue or money)
prouide your selfe a lodging by the water side. 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 177 Crist ȝyveþ his prechours foorme how þei shal lyue in
þis work. 1470–85 Malory Arthur ii. xiii. 91 It telleth after in the sangraylle that syre Percyualis syster halpe that lady with her
blood wherof she was dede. 1300 St. Lucy (Harl.) l. 43 in C. D'Evelyn & A. J. Mill S.-Eng. Legendary (1956) 567 Þi bileue þat is so god
helpeþ þi moder iwis. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxix. (Arb.) 73 He shold the better haue pacience and pyte on Reynarte. 1941 B. Schulberg What
makes Sammy Run? ii. 28 The most surefire story sale that's come to Hollywood in years. 1802 M. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 130, I
should be glad now‥to employ you,‥but [etc.]. 1340–70 Alex. & Dind. 105 Whan eueri lud liche wel lyuede up-on erþe. 1757 in 10th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 313 Old Admiral Holbourn, who curst and swore‥because Byng was not Shot out of the Way. 1978 K. Williams Diary 2
Apr. (1993) 557 Fuck this for a game of marbles: I'm joining the Anarchists. 1700 J. Dryden Chaucer's Palamon & Arcite iii, in Fables 53
In this Array the War of either Side Through Athens pass'd with Military Pride. 1976 J. Snow Cricket Rebel 16 Shortly after my six-hitting effort the school was sold and the ground used for building. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 74 A perfectly sound and sure
style. 1450–1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11 How and why goddes seruyce is sayde, eche daye in .vii. howres. 1562 Turner Herbal ii. 73 b, Suche
fasshon of figure is not in a Mirt-berry. 1977 C. McFadden Serial (1978) xx. 46|2 She turned around to make eye contact. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 176 He had the splendid tastes in which the English people most delighted. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. ii. i,
Place your mirror in your hat, as I told you. [In passive, as you were told.] 1774 O. Goldsmith Hist. Earth V. 306 Whatever be the
motives that thus arrest a flock of birds in their flight, whether they be of gallantry or of war, it is certain that [etc.]. 1644 Digby
Bodies xxxii. (1645) 336 So that to exercise sense (which the Latines doe call sentire‥) is [etc.]. 1995 Classical Rev. 45 313 This
office was a separate magistracy, additional to the normal two hipparchies, created in the mid-fourth century. 1889 Sat. Rev. 6 Apr.
415/1 The fight was a good fight, with many changes of fortune. 1849 Dickens Dav. Copp. xlii, ‘How kind he puts it!’ said Uriah. 1828
Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 135 Siliquaria, Lam.—Serpula, Lin. Shell tubular, irregularly twisted. 1828 J. Webb Mummy!(ed. 2) I. ii. 43
There is something very astonishing..in the effervescence of the animal spirits during youth. I labour under a complete acatalepsy upon
the subject. 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 64 In mesure is tresure.
? 1570 Satir. Poems Reform. xvii. 44 Thinkand alwayis that mesure was ane
feist. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 8 Then no more words the Strong Man made, but straight Caught up the elder in his arms. 1420 in
Rel. Ant. I. 232 C. Wherefore is the son rede at even? M. For he gothe toward hell. 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 511/1 One-third of the mash
(including the ‘goods’) is transferred to the Maisch Kessel (mash copper). 1960 Koestler Lotus & Robot 279 Literacy, culture-hunger and
leisure-time are increasing even more rapidly than the birth-rate. 1636 Strode Floating Isl. ii. iv, Enter in the midst of the song
Amorous ushering the solemnity. 1656 in J. Simon Ess. Irish Coins (1749) 125 The expedients and steps for this worke are many. 1604 E.
G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxviii. 314 It is in face like to a monkie. 1566 T. Becon New Postil i. f. 93 Should not this
cause her to be ioyfull and of good trust in all her busynes? 1915 Truth (Sydney) 24 Jan. 11/8 Five or six drinks ain't no good to Gundy.
1960 Sunday Times 27 Nov. 11 ‘Speaks Welsh like a book, the professor’—and, what's more, he also writes it like a book though he learnt
it late in life. 1817 Moore Lalla R., Fire-Worshippers iv. 90 Like those verdant spots that bloom Around the crater's burning lips. 1320
Sir Tristr. 2253 Tristrem hir bar þat tide And on þe quen fel he Next her naked side, Þat mani man miȝt y se San schewe. 1121 O.E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1107 Maneᴁe sædon þet hi on þam monan‥tacna ᴁesawon, & onᴁean cynde his leoman wexende & waniende. 1817 J. M. O'Connor tr.
S. F. Gay de Vernon Treat Sci. War & Fortification I. i. 68 The isle was the unit of force; eight isles constituted an hipparchy [Fr. une
hipparkie] or corps of 512 combatants. 1568 A. Scott Poems (1896) i. 126 As werrie waspis aganis Goddis word makis weir. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. I. i. ii, Louis, King by the Grace of God. 1844 Browning Colombe's Birthday ii. 9 Let me hasten to make sure Of one true thanker.
1884 Pall Mall G. 10 June 11|1 The summit of the [Kangla] pass‥is crowned by a noble *saddle glacier. 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Patt.
(1676) 31 Without sufficient knowledge in point of art. 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorksh. (1662) 213 He was at the least a Parcell-Protestant. 1966 Maclean's Mag. 4 June 1 And last year mink breeders from Scandinavia to California were falling over themselves to buy a piece
of the action. 1839 ‘H. Franco’ Adventures H. Franco I. xi. 73 ‘Know him like a book,’ replied Mr. Lummucks. 1400 Brut lxii. 57 Telle me
þe enchesone wherefore I ame to ȝow brouȝt. 1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) 81 If God would not accept an House of Prayer from a Man of a
Military Way and Character, much less will he accept [etc.]. 1988 Times 5 Dec. 16/3 The commonly heard ‘tu-whit tu-whoo’ is in fact
usually a joint performance, the female making the sharp cry and the male hooting in reply. 1988 J. Elkington & J. Hailes Green Consumer
Guide (1989) 113 On the basis of Friends of the Earth estimates that each mile of motorway takes up at least 26 acres of land, it looks
as though Britain has lost nearly 50,000 acres (200 sq km) of land under motorways. 1924 Morning Herald (Hagerstown, Maryland) 16 Aug.
8/1 Just when St. Martin had the Raiders going along at top speed Bartels runs in trouble and will be out of the game for some time. 1835
Coleridge Table-t. I. 5 It is not easy to put me out of countenance,‥yet once I was thoroughly done up, as you would say. 1894 A. B.
Gomme Trad. Games I. Pref. p. ix The singing games are arranged so as to give, first, the tunes; secondly, the different versions of the
game-rhymes. 1968 A. E. Roy tr. T. de Galiana's Conc. Encycl. Astronautics 259|1 The complete rocket, held in a test⁓stand, is then
static tested. 1440 Partonope 332 He brente hys bonus in grette haste, That was the vsage of that contre. 1979 Technol. Rev. Mar. b23
Unlike chess, which has limited predictable moves, winks is a game of chance as well as skill. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. v. (1879) 190
For common purposes, time is measured by the Sun. 1553 Note in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 265 The mysteree and company of the Marchants
Aduenturers of the Citie of London. 1875 Helps Soc. Press. xx. 291 What Milverton contemptuously would call our miscellaneous and
promiscuous essays. 1205 Lay. 25043 Heo‥nu axeð mid icunde [c 1275 þorh cunde] gauel of þissen londe. 1874 Sidgwick Meth. Ethics i. ix.
95 In the recognition of conduct as ‘right’ is involved an authoritative prescription to do it. 2005 N.Y. Times (National ed.) 13 Oct.
e7/6 He looks down on crying at work... ‘I am a true believer in keeping the game face when you're in the office setting,’ he said. 1926
Whiteman & McBride Jazz viii. 171 In the old days, it took six months to spread even the most sure-fire song over the United States. 1852
A. Jameson Leg. Madonna (1857) 19 St. Catherine of Siena, her habit spangled with stars. 1825 J. R. McCulloch Princ. Polit. Econ. i. 33
The citizens of corporate towns. OE Homily (Hatton 113) in A. S. Napier Wulfstan (1883) 140 Þonne ðu wære glæd and reod and godes hiwes,
þonne wæs ic blac and swyðe unrot. 1965 Crescendo Dec. 14|3 The arrangements are all in the Latin idiom and all of well-known tunes,
getting off to a really swinging start with a L-A ‘Peter Gunn’ you must hear. 1959 F. B. Pike Freedom & Reform in Lat. Amer. Introd. 2 In
these ambients, it seems that reform as envisioned by a ruling clique is the only important consideration. 1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun(new
ed.) iv. 73 To bell the cat wi' sic a scrow, Some swankies ettled. 1864 J. S. Le Fanu Wylder's Hand(1898) 131 The idea of holding Miss
Brandon to this engagement, and proroguing her nuptials from day to day, to convenience the bridegroom. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv.
446 His spirit hath garnished‥the Heavens, i.e. decked them with those eye-pleasing gloriose lights. 1474 Caxton Chesse ii. iv. (1883) 47
And they told hym the trouthe. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories 131 *Surface planers, that cut away a constant amount of wood,
gauged from the surface that is planed. 1848 Western Lit. Messenger 10 263/2 The total defeat of the socialists is a good omen of
permanency. 1841 Bell's Life in London 23 May 2/2 We calculate about eleven hundred and eleventy-eleven [carriages]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. I. Pref. p. iii, If‥a man should, in his walks, meet with an animal, the name‥of which he desires to know. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz.
xxxii, Mrs. Todgers‥proposed that‥they should play for ‘love’. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 42 [He] geveth out that he is not the
Companies servant, but at will. 1879 G. H. Lewes Stud. Psychol. ix. 162 The World-process has been assigned to a Soul of the World. 1962
J. Braine Life at Top ii. 33, I‥poured her out her usual medicinal dose of brandy.‥ Sometimes I made jokes about using an eye-dropper
next time. 1861 Holland Less. Life i. 12 We hear of women who are suddenly seized by an idea, as if it were a colic. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge (1849) 96|1 ‘You had as good be kinder to me’‥said Hugh. 1532 L. Cox Art or Crafte Rhetoryke sig. E.viiiv He may by these meanes
seme rather worthy to be auauticed in honour for his good qualities, than to be punished for his fall. 1941 C. J. Phillips Glass viii.
156 The glass employed in ‘offhand’ glass blowing is usually melted in pots. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 10 Neither wilte thou
suffre thine holy, to see corrupcion. 1903 G. B. Shaw Man & Superman ii. 66 If you were to marry the son of an English manufacturer of
*awffice furniture, your friends would consider it a misalliance. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 841 [Alcohol] may enable a man ‘to spurt’
but not ‘to stay’. 1552 Huloet, Wyndynges and turnynges, amfractus. 1961 E. Waugh Unconditional Surrender i. i. 23 I'll drop you back at
your office. Can't have you using public transport on your birthday. 1959 Woman's Own 20 June 37|2 Prince Edward and Princess Alexandra
had a childhood as free from protocol as their mother's had been. 1400 tr. Secr. Secr., Gov. Lordsh. 113 Þe olde philosophers vsyd it by
longe werldes. 1595 Shakes. John iii. i. 47 Patch'd with foule Moles, and *eye⁓offending markes. 1909 ‘O. Henry’ Roads of Destiny 348 In
the Gate City of the South the Confederate Veterans were reuniting. 1963 Baytown (Texas) Sun 5 June 9/7 Don McMahon..came on to pitch for
Houston in the Los Angeles eighth. His first job was to dispose of game stealer Wills. 1695 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 373 A printed course
or systeme of philosophie. 1919 Sci. Amer. 13 Dec. 585/3 Wilmington is today shipping sea-shell chicken scratch to all parts of the
country, by the carload. 1954 E. Dominy Teach yourself Judo iii. 39 Theoretically, a hold consists of nothing more than controlling your
opponent's body with the weight of your own. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 362 The year began in March with the coming of the leaf.
1891 R. Kipling Barrack-room Ballads(1892) 204 It's North you may run to the rime-ringed sun. 1836 R. Furness Medicus-magus iii. 53
Beyond the scienced reach, of ought refined In Herschell's mighty ken, or Newton's mind. 1831 Landor Siege Ancona Wks. 1846 II. 584 The
flames and coilings of the fell Chimæra. 1989 W. Houston Inside Maple Leaf Gardens xvi. 183 The Ballard children..knew she had a record,
but their father was not exactly the epitome of good conduct and virtue either. 1932 Kansas City (Missouri) Times 14 Jan. 18 It may be
Mr. Hoover's tough luck to be both renominated and re⁓elected. 1651 Hobbes Govt. & Soc. vi. §17. 103 If that suffice not, they may call a
new convention of estates. 1879 F. W. Farrar Life & Work St. Paul II. ix. xxxvii. 181 This passage contains the very quintessence of
Pauline theology. 1952 D. Ames Murder, Maestro, Please xix. 138 She's free, white and—no, I guess she's not twenty-one. 1591 R. Greene
Second Pt. Conny-catching sig. A4 The vincent,..that is the simple man that stands by, & not acquainted with their cosenage. 1723 J.
Barker Patch-work Screen for Ladies ii. 45 When Duty and good Days call'd me to Church, I thought I might find there some Compeeresses,
or Persons of my own Stamp. 1907 What to Eat June 206|2 To drink supernaculum is the rule in New York. 2012 J. Straubhaar et al. Media
Now (ed. 7) xiii. 385 (caption) The Atari 2600 was the leading console of the second generation of video games. The slot at the upper
middle accepted game cartridges so that players could build libraries of games. 1400 Twelve Profits of Tribulation (Royal) in C.
Horstmann Yorkshire Writers (1896) II. 49 (MED) A mon shuld let oute ille blode to clensyng of þo body, & withhold gode blode to þo
norisshing of þo body. 1505 R. Henryson Test. Cresseid 229 in Poems(1981) 118 Angrie as ony serpent vennemous, Richt pungitiue with
wordis odious. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed (1900) 226 ‘Then I'll tell the boys.‥’ ‘Please not, old man.’ 1894 Mod. ditty, Cry, baby,
cry; put your finger in your eye. 1905 Trans. R. Soc. Edin. XLI. 601 At these points, which are called nodes, the level of the surface
[of the lake] is unaltered by the seiche. 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 253 Þan schulden prestis lyue lich to angels. 1945 Star Valley
Independent (Afton, Wyoming) 11 Oct., He's [sc. Superman] set to do things with Kryptonite, more powerful than Uranium. 1793 Burke Corr.
(1844) IV. 135, I do not flatter myself, that the English branch of the Jacobin family is a jot better than the French. 1961 F. King
Custom House xix. 275 Leave that shit alone! Filthy dog. 1488 Hary Actis & Deidis Schir William Wallace (Adv.) (1968–9) ii. l. 312 Thomas
ansuerd, ‘Thir tithingis ar noucht gud.’ 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 290 A Phrase now there is which belongeth to your Shoppe boorde, that
is, to make loue. 1290 Beket 1187 in S.E. Leg. 140 In gret studie he was i-brouȝt; He rounede in is wiues ere and tolde hire al is þouȝt.
1952 G. Sarton Hist. Sci. xvi. 401 Plato was also submitted to Oriental influences, but in his case those influences were liminal
rather than continuous. 1946 Nature 9 Nov. 646|1 Authoritative information which those‥at the policy-making or executive level might be
expected to need. 1710 W. Hume Sacred Succession 287 Stretches, or Mutterings, or Titubations of Charity are not to be argued from.
Charity may hide Faults, or speak very cautiously what it thinks. 1393 J. Gower Confessio Amantis (Fairf.) i. l. 2801 He was so full of
veine gloire That he ne hadde no memoire That ther was eny good bot he. 1599 Sandys Europæ Spec. (1632) 202 To what a miserable push have
they driven the World. 1606 W. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xliii. 134 With the pleasantnesse of which, they were so taken in loue, that
[etc.]. 1737 Waterland Eucharist 449 From our own Divines I may next proceed to some learned Foreigners, of the Lutheran way. 1714 Ramsay
Elegy on J. Cowper iii, Of Whore-hunting he gat his Fill, And made be 't mony a Pint and Gill. 1781 Cowper Convers. 4 Conversation‥may be
esteemed a gift, and not an art. 1602 Marston Ant. & Mel. iii. E 3, Here ile sleepe till that the sceane of vp Is past at Court. 1436
Libel Eng. Policy xi. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 195 This was his laboure for the publique thinge. 1697 J. Dryden tr. Virgil Georgics iv,
in tr. Virgil Wks. 147 Mighty Cæsar, thund'ring from afar, Seeks on Euphrates Banks the Spoils of War .1728 A. Ramsay Lochaber i The
dangers attending on wear. 1843 C. H. Smith Naturalist's Library I. 291 The group is intermediate between the bisontine form and the
bovine. 2012 Daily Tel. (Nexis) 7 Apr. (Gardening section) 9 The exercise will do you good. 1599 [Cartwright] Christian Let. 7 Yet you
infer that the light of nature teacheth some knowledge naturall whiche is necessarie to saluation. 1855 Tennyson Daisy 23 Till, in a
narrow street and dim, I stay'd the wheels at Cogoletto. 1961 G. Millerson Technique Television Production iii. 38 Construction differences [in lenses] ‥can vary their respective *light-passing abilities, although their stop numbers may be measurably identical. 1917 W.
H. Tschappat Ordn. & Gunnery 426 For convenience of discussion curved fire will be considered as firings with elevations between 15° and
40° and high-angle fire as firings with elevations above 40°. 1789 Whitehall Evening-Post 23 May This little piece..was favourably
received, and will serve as an entremet, to add to the variety. 1854 L. A. Meall Moubray's Poultry 248 Roman Runt:‥mentioned by some
writers as a separate subvariety. 1717 Pope Eloisa 208 The world forgetting, by the world forgot. 1175 Lamb. Hom. 51 Þis fis is of swulc
cunde, þet [etc.]. 1672–5 T. Comber Comp. Temple (1702) 23 Arnobius, an African, writ his elegant books against the Gentiles. 1891 Farmer
Slang, *Eye-limpet an artificial eye. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 129|2 During sleep the leaves of the sensitive-plant lose their peculiar
sensibility. 1977 Times 12 Sept. 5 Word processing can already be seen to be at the forefront of the next revolution in the office.‥ The
keyboard of the word-processing typewriter‥is standard but typing on it produces not only a paper copy but also a magnetic recording
which can be automatically searched and edited. 1860 Farrar Orig. Lang. i. 7 Building systems before they had collected facts. 1866 H.
Bushnell Vicarious Sacrifice iv. 514 He [sc. Christ]..is conceived to simply come into the corporate state of evil, and bear it with us.
1977 Jrnl. R. Soc. Arts CXXV. 96|2 It [sc. the anthemion] was a favourite border design, too, with the painters of Greek pottery of the
period, particularly of the red-figured Attic ware. 1920 E. P. Stebbing Diary of Sportsman Naturalist in India ii. xxiii. 294 The
Sanctuary..should not be regarded merely as a harbour for animals of game or economic interest, but that it should be formed in the
interests of the fauna as a whole. 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 294 Compleyneth her that euere hath had yow dere, Compleyneth beaute, fredom
and manere. 1948 E. B. White Let. 24 Jan. (1976) 290 My desk got so deep in Red literature that I had to fumigate myself every night
before going home. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 101 Hold! for God's sake—you'll offend. 1882 Gentl. Mag. CCLII. 92 Speaking of books with an
association reminds us of that most destructive craze of the present day, the collection of book-plates. 1971 T. F. Preece in J. H.
Western Dis. Crop Plants ii. 12 Cladosporium fulvum. Tomato leaf mould. 1667 Earl of Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 308 They desired the power,
and want not the will, to do us an ill turn. 1825 Jamieson Dict. s.v., To put one to a' the seats o' the Saddle, to nonplus, to gravel
one, S. 1821 Scott Kenilw. x. (1853) 107 So saying, he approached to the fire a three-footed stool. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 9 Nallas
ᴁe aᴁneᴁe gold ne sulfer [Rushw. sylfur] ne feh on gyrdilsum iurum. 1794 Sir W. Jones Tales (1807) 171 This *five-mal'd single-femal'd
flow'r. 1683 Proclamation 22 May in H. R. McIlwaine Exec. Jrnls. Council Colonial Virginia (1925) I. 45 Every french Crown, Rex Dollor,
piece & pieces of Eight, being good Silver, shall pass..by way of payment to ye full and reall value of six shillings. 1916 Detroit Med.
Jrnl. Mar. 130 If he continues to employ his own family physician the said company will not come good for the doctor's fee for which the
patient must become responsible himself. 1450 J. Capgrave Life St. Augustine(1910) 31 (MED) All þis þing witnesseth him-selue in his
first book of his Retractaciones. OE Vercelli Homilies (1992) xviii. 291 Wæs he for worulde swiðe godre gebyrde. 1872 L. Wright Poultry
xvii. 205 Saddle, the posterior part of the back, reaching to the tail, in a cock, answering to the cushion in a hen; often, however,
applied to both sexes, cushion being more restricted to a great development, as in Cochins, while ‘saddle’ may be applied to any breed.
1579 J. Knewstub Confut. Heresies f. 45v For his owne good and benefite. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xix. 274 The deep sleep of the
landscape. 1840 Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 49, I had no rule of morality, felt and believed. 1808 Scott in Lockhart Life i. (1839) I. 33 He
survived a few days, but becoming delirious before his dissolution, [etc.]. 1967 N. Freeling Strike Out 27 Brown hair with blonde lights.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 11 Þanne Alisaundre loste his speche, and wroot his laste wille. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions ii. §2. 82
Numerous *slender-jointed simple tentacula. 1924 P. G. Wodehouse Bill the Conqueror 84 He must see the editor and demand that a full
apology and retractation appear in the earliest possible issue. 1977 Time 12 Dec. 41|1 Prosecutors saw Barnes as a public menace to put
in prison. 1430 Stans Puer ad Mensam 26 in Meals & Manners 278 And whanne þou seest afore þee þi seruice, be not to hasti upon breed to
bite. 1606 Shakes. Ant. & Cl. ii. vii. 51 What manner o thing is your Crocodile?‥ It liues by that which nourisheth it, and the Elements
once out of it, it Transmigrates. 1933 B.B.C. Year-bk. 1934 167 In August last the West Regional, the fourth of the new Regional
Stations, began radiating a full programme service. 1778 N. W. Wraxall Let. 3 July in Mem. Courts (1799) II. 26 The assassins seized him
by the hair, exclaiming in Polish..‘We have thee now: thy hour is come!’ 1856 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 288, I brought two live plants in
flower pots. 1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly Dec. 184 The cells of the bark-tissue..weave themselves into intricate abatis, in which hostile
insects become entangled by their feet. 1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 172 It is n't given to many of us to have real, sure-enough
feelings around here in college. 1879 J. Grant in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 96|1 In order to surprise Nature in her wonders, he was wont
to perambulate the garden‥lantern in hand. 1450 Merlin i. 10 She fill on slepe on her bedde. 1670 A. Marvell Let. 8 Dec. in Poems &
Lett.(1971) II. 120 The Bill for Conventicles hath been twice red & committed. It makes them henceforth riots. 1250 Gen. & Ex. 48 Hise
wise sune, Ðe was of hin fer ear bi-foren Or ani werldes time boren. 1671 Milton P.R. i. 210 E're yet my age Had measur'd twice six
years. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 301 Bot if ye the mesure pleide, Which, if you list, I schal you liere. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. xxvi.
444 I can‥ read you off, like a book. 1769 Gray Install. Ode 29 Where willowy Camus lingers with delight. 1601 Shakes. All's Well ii.
iii. 186 Whose Ceremonie Shall seeme expedient on the now borne briefe. 1764 Dodsley Leasowes in Shenstone's Wks. (1777) II. 288 Far from
violating its natural beauties, Mr. Shenstone's only study was to give them their full effect. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adelph. iv.
iv, Neuerthelesse I staied my selfe, least I should vtter any thing of my brother to that babler. 1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kennedie 174 Ay
loungand, lyk ane loikman on ane ledder. 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 2 At Marches mone, in contrey that is colde, Putacioun hath his
solempnite [L. celebratur]. 1652 H. Cogan tr. Scudery's Ibrahim iii. v. 108 Having received it of grace from the hand of your enemy. 1847
Tennyson Princ. v. 189 Pure as lines of green that streak the white Of the first snowdrop's inner leaves. 1449 Pecock Repr. iii. xii. 353
No man can telle who wroot it. 1872 ‘Mark Twain’ Roughing It xx. 152 ‘I'll get you there on time’ and you bet you he did, too. 1904 W. N.
Harben Georgians 119 I stayed all day an' looked about good before I traded. 1971 E. O. Wilson Insect Societies ii. 6|2 Bird flocks, wolf
packs, locust swarms, and groups of communally nesting bees are good examples of elementary societies. 1958 Hayward & Harari tr.
Pasternak's Dr. Zhivago ii. ix. 262 Through an unaccountable association of ideas started by the sight of the real town outside the
window‥Yury remembered the distant panorama of the town. 1590 Spenser F.Q. ii. xi. 22 In a canvas thin he was bedight, And girded with a
belt of twisted brake. 1779 Storer Ibid. IV. 242, I shall look in upon you at Matson in my way. 1863 F. Buckland in G. C. Bompas Life
vii. (1885) 125 No eyes yet in the [trout's] eggs. 1849 T. B. Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. ii. 195 He admitted that the House..had done good
service to the crown. 1969 New Scientist 16 Jan. 133 1 Cytogeneticists have found human mosaic individuals, trisomics and chimeras. 1552
Huloet, Elegant person, philocalus. 1868 W. Collins Moonstone viii. 198 And, now it comes to the pinch, my son isn't good enough for you.
1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. §2 (1643) 58 The rain, proceeding from those vapours which we call the clouds. 1666 W. Dugdale Origines Juridiciales xxviii. 83/1 They shall nethir bere Swerds, Baselards, Knyfes, ne Daggers in the Lists. 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 26 Vpon þis seruyces
þei han þes heiȝe statis & lordischipis. 1945 Everybody's Poultry Mag. Feb. 57/1 For a breed with big breasts to breed perhaps exclusively for meat production why not use one (or more) of the Games? 1803–6 Wordsw. Intimations vi, Yearnings she hath in her own natural kind.
1545 R. Ascham Toxophilus ii. f. 6v Trewlye I suppose that nether ye bowe can be to good and chefe woode, nor yet to wel seasoned or
truly made. 1667 Milton P.L. ix. 501 [The] Serpent‥With burnisht Neck of verdant Gold, erect Amidst his circling Spires. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. I. i. ii, And so‥did this of Royalty‥grow mysteriously,‥till it also had grown *world-great. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such i. 8
Attainable by the slenderest talent. 1635 J. Swan Speculum Mundi viii. §2. 401 The flesh of these birds is very pleasant, and every
morsel as good as gold. 1425 Cursor Mundi (Galba) l. 25249 On domesday..þe euill sall fra þe gude be drawn. 1981 Washington Post 19 July
g3|2 *Eyephones, which effectively shut out outside light sources, consist of interchangeable color chip slides and tiny flashing lights
that are activated by plugging into a stereo sound source. 1908 L. Doyle Ballygullion x. 210 Sammy knowed right well he might as good
publish the whole proceedin's in the paper as let the fiddler know. 1850 H. T. Cheever Whale & his Captors x. 155 Sundry other marks upon
his person, that show him to have been in the wars. 1789 D. Davidson Thoughts Seasons 12 Powheads spartle in the oosy slosh. 1760–72 tr.
Juan & Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. viii. iii. 210 The cloud‥begins, according to the sailor's phrase, to open its eye, i.e. the cloud
breaks, and the part of the horizon where it was formed becomes clear. 1624 Massinger Parl. Love iv. v, Live to be the talk Of the
conduit and the bakehouse. 1637 G. Ironside Seven Questions Sabbath To Rdr. sig. Biijv, Least thou shouldst perhaps think I affected a
Sciomachy or Umbratilous skirmish. 1619 Fletcher Wit without M. iv. v, Allow you but a *towel-room to tipple in. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)
11222 Þe bowiares ssoppe hii breke & þe bowes nome echon. 1175 Lamb. Hom. 15 Eower lond ic wulle friþian and eow selfe meȝhan and
bi-werian. 1861 Thornbury Turner I. 358 He collects analytical diagrams of Dutch boats, with an eye to get nearer to Vandervelde. 1612
Peacham Graphice ii. iv, Shee is a friend to all studies, especially poetry. 1945 W. de la Mare Burning-Glass 11 Ev'n happier in watch
of‥A star-strewn nightfall. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x, This complexion‥is evidently maintained by generation,‥the Natives which
transmigrate, omit it not without commixture. 1538 Elyot Dict., Excubiæ,‥watche, as well by daye as by nyghte. 1781 P. Beckford Thoughts
Hunting v. 60 The distemper makes dreadful havoc with whelps at their walks. 1623 in Crt. & Times Jas. I (1849) II. 408 They say, it was
a stolen congregation, and yet he got his grace but by three votes. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 151 We found a still idler
fellow‥warming his nether-man on the hearth-rug. 1958 Newnes Compl. Amat. Photogr. iv. 75 The leading end of the film projects through a
light-trapped slit, ready for loading into the camera. 1588 Shakes. L.L.L. iii. i. 194 A woman that is like a Germane Cloake, Still a
repairing: euer out of frame, And neuer going a right, being a Watch: But being watcht, that it may still goe right. 1841 Dickens Barn.
Rudge lix, Who could look on‥and not desire to be‥either the hugging or the hugged? 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ii. iii. 201 They were
persons of no great noise, but resolute, modest, courteous. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. ii. (ed. 3) 105 Cover your Bason with a Pye-plate.
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silence very oddly
shaped the same,
in the corners
of clouds,
solitude
of attractive
unreality
fell again,
to swear
by any kinds
of besiegers
and this winced
for all poetry,
yes, the face
in the lamp-post
stood nothing,
listened
instinctively,

no occasion
demanded of grief
that I don't much
to greater joy,
except how to feel
shy in a bold flourish,
our sweet extravagance
to gaze into tears,

the machine is soul
so let us lose our devotion,
but rather seem
to the mouths
and causes of hunger,
a gap being different
interpretations according
to no one moment,
I to the ruins
of its own burdens
talk of light,
sixth angel
poured out of salt
dissolved in search
of now fenceless world
and breath wake
the sole wraught,
by little by
strange region
withstanding,
softness is not
change into
forgetfulness,
emission from
the present moment
of soul,
then difference
between a quandary,

defects formation,
fragmentation agglomerates
disintegration,
whose wrought voices
workmanship folded over
numerous hewn chambers
melancholy madness,
more eath it were
for mortall wight
to tell the sands,
or count the stares
on hye,

though life were
beautiful colours
to the spirit becomes,
an ecstasy of eagerness
passed round, solitude
vortices fear to realize
called to hearing,
arrow-head seeks
unable to madness
who implores thee,

impressed with
the endless drift
out of soft linen
upon a wild angel
passed toward no word,
where winged arrow struck it
to unrememberable depths,
there muse defend
through the farther end
of things beyond
haunted skies,
whirlpools
and small stars
for thou visitest
my slumbers
nightly.

we quarreled
and makes this the virtue,
of which to see is true
beauties swallow infinite multitude,
laughed and of destruction,
in fresh colour of worse than
there are painless,
weaving wreaths
of the table,
what I put
heart swelled
portentous bridge,
across the air
and emptiness over eyes,
whose company of windmills,
the bird skulls and poured out,
experiencing the hour of stars
and thinking without haste,
water, stones, plants altogether,
that I should choose
rather through
strange words
of learning
and lies ascribed
gone to be
let to save
stayed,
so you become
of bread
and abundance
of axiomatic truth,
personal presence
of metaphor,
whether there is essence
and believe that kept
treasure on of exciting
in ecstasies
more astonished,
bodies of all with
and here, here further,
here whirlwinds,
everything
carefully preserved
until the end,
against the same
infinite abyss
and before the effect
of a wearied corruption,
our broken staircases
toward noises,
least part of objects
inside the ear
has no other sound,
bruise up a question,
for the hour
is time itself
above the humming
in your own
one of the corpse
already crossing
a wood,

branches pattern
in seconds stumbling through
sitting quietly, truth of this will
never cease to call the eye,
restlessness of knowledge
here to penalty
of human being,

thickest darkness
now light signified,
opaqueness of persuasion
all of rising perpendicularly
placed beyond and unweariedly,
in the most eagerly to wield
the corpse, these steps
tracing back to trudged,
going up to discern,
given and pronounced,
erudition on sighs,
stories-unbecoming
to steep hill become
disarranged hair
and fatal throne,
I suppose you
as subjected
to the clear deep,
wing no more near the same
there saying with human voice
that a place where for some
nameless stone, a name,
here are angels
of me.

